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June is traditionally the time to celebrate historic events in the lesbian and gay community, and
a new magazine called Out hopes to be one of
them. While Out is far from the first magazine to
address the lesbian and gay community, it is perhaps unique in its positioning — a glossy generalinterest magazine that the editors, pictured above,
describe as "a gay and lesbian Mirabella or Esquire with a little bit of gay and lesbian Cosmo
thrown in." Already, the magazine has made history with an impressive list of firsts in the industry.
Out magazine probably marks the first time
that a large group of prominent lesbians and gays
from mainstream publishing have come together
to work on a gay publication. Heading the ship is
president Michael Goff, who worked on new magazine startups at Hearst Publications and was also a
co'umnist for Outweek. He is joined by executive
editor Sarah Pettit, who was arts editor at Outweek
and assistant editor at St. Martin's Press.
"I've been starting magazines for other people
for a long time, none of them I felt totally passion-

ately about," says Goff. "This is the one I wanted
to start." It was this determination that prompted
Goff to assemble a group of publishing experts to
create what they consider a different kind of lesbian
and gay magazine: slick, feature-oriented, upscale,
and a comfortable atmosphere for major mainstream
advertisers. "There hasn't been this type of editorial
offered nationally yet," adds Pettit.
While comparisons are already being drawn with
magazines like The Advocate, Pettit explains that
the editorial content will set the two apart, and there
should be no more competition than there is between Time and Esquire. In the diverse lesbian and
gay community, "there are different reading needs,"
she says. "We're not a newsmagazine the way The
Advocate is. It's like comparing apples and oranges."
CONTINUES ON PAGE 15
Pictured: The staff of Out: Eva Leonard, Will
Guilliams, Mary Connelly, Alexander Chee,
Sarah Pettit, Michael Kaminer and Michael
Goff. Photo by Carmine Red

Gay candidates angry over decision to
not allow political speeches during Pride
Atlanta—The May 21 meeting of the Atlanta
Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee almost bogged
down over the issue of allowing political candidates to speak at this year's Pride rally. The conflict occurred when two openly gay candidates for
the Georgia House of Representatives and their
supporters asked the committee to name them as
speakers.
The Pride Board voted several months ago that
there would be no political campaign speeches at
the Pride rally this year, and reconsidered the vote
when Jeff Corrigan and Samantha Claar, two longtime community activists, announced their candidacies for the state House. The board again voted
against such speeches, but decided as a compromise that they would ask the pair to serve the
parade as grand marshals. Following a heated
discussion during which Corrigan, Claar and their
supporters contended that the pair should be allowed to speak, the members of the committee
voted against the grand marshal proposal.
As this issue went to press, the Pride Committee announced that Atlanta entertainer Charlie
Brown and Gloria McCreary, publisher of Friends,
the new gay and lesbian African-American
monthly, had been chosen as grand marshals.
"The majority didn't want [Claar and Corrigan
to be grand marshals] based solely on the way they
were treated at the meeting," said Duncan Teague,
who facilitated the meeting. "There was no concern for the kind of hostility brought into that
meeting. I felt like they wanted to define our agenda,
tell us what we ought to do, which is all good

conversation, but six months, or a year earlier when
you're developing goals."
"It was insinuated that because we're not working on Pride we're not doing anything for the
comunity," said Karen Geney, who attended the
Pride meeting at the behest of Corrigan. Geney said
she attended the meeting because she felt it was
important for participants at Pride to hear from
openly gay candidates.
"We were told that [Pride] is not a political
event," she said. "I'm really annoyed by the whole
situation. It's hard for me to see how you can not
think this is a political event."
Claar, running for the House 67th district seat,
said she was disappointed by the committee's decision.
"They offered us what they considered a compromise—the grand marshal spot—which we didn't
really feel was adequate," she said, "and which
they voted against anyway."
"It's short-sighted not to acknowledge Pride in
the fact that we have actual candidates instead of
the usual 'friends and allies,'" Claar continued.
"They told us that Pride was going to be a big party,
with no political overtones. I find that mind-boggling."
Pride organizers said the disagreement may be
more one of semantics than anything else.
"We're all political because of who we are,"
said Pride co-chair Shelley Robbins. "There is a
difference between being political and being a politician."
CONTINUES ON PAGE 4
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Living Benefits pioneered the concept of purchasing life insurance
policies from people with life-threatening illness. These cash payments help
provide the basics of life-housing,

WE WERE THE FIRST
COMPANY TO ROY
INSURANCE POLICIES
FROM PEOPLE WITH AIDS
NOW WE'RE
THE FIRST TO PROVIDE
FREE MEDICATION
FOR LIFE.
vMSfe-.-

transportation, food or medical careat a time when other financial resources
are either dwindling or gone.
Now we're pioneering another revolutionary concept. In addition to a
cash payment, our clients can receive
the most commonly prescribed oral
medications for AIDS such as AZT and
DDL This benefit is free of charge for
policies of $100,000 or larger face
value, and at wholesale prices for
smaller policies.
All prescriptions are prepared by
one of the country's leading mailservice pharmacies and sent directly to
the client's home in complete privacy,
avoiding the inconvenience of repeated
trips to the drug store.
For more information, call
1-800-458-8790. Or write:
Living Benefits, Inc., 6100 Seagull
Lane N.E., Suite 108, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87109.

LIVING BENEFITS?
Dedicated to living with quality and dignity.

© 1991 Living Benefits, Inc. "Living Benefits" is a registered trademark.
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ACT UP, other
groups, protest
Bush at local
fundraiser
Atlanta—About 65 protestors from the
Sierra Club, ACT UP/Atlanta, and other organizations demonstrated during a $1000plate dinner for President Bush's re-election
campaign last week. The demonstrators gathered during the president's visit to the dinner. About fifteen demonstrators were threatened with arrest when they almost accidentally stepped into the entryway of the Waverly
Hotel that was being used for the president's
exit
ACT UP's Jeff Graham said that from
the beginning of the protest, the group was
told by representatives of Childress-Klein
Properties that they could not demonstrate
on hotel property.
"We ended up about two blocks away on
Akers Mill Road," said Graham, "where we
marched back and forth across the street,
disrupting some traffic, hopefully some
people going to the dinner."
The group later moved to the Cobb Parkway side of the Galleria complex, looking
for the entryway to be used by the president's
party.
"We stepped into an entryway by the
theatre," said Graham, "and were immediately surrounded by police."

'93 March on Wash,
adopts platform
Organizers of the 1993 national gay rights
march on Washington adopted a controversial 55-point platform this month which includes 29 planks on issues beyond gay rights
and AIDS.
In addition to calling for long-standing
gay rights objectives, such as a national gay
rights bill and the repeal of state sodomy
laws, the platform calls for repealing laws
that ban bilingual education in the nation's
schools; and supporting affirmative action
programs, abortion on demand, and self-determination for "all of the indigenous people
of the world." Other items in the platform
include calls for free treatment of substance
abuse, an end to "sterilization abuse" against
women, "equal economic opportunity and
an end to poverty," "appropriate health care
for differently-abled and physically challenged" people, and an end to racism, sexism and anti-Semitism.
About 90 members of the march's 120member National Steering Committee, meeting May 9-10 in Dallas, Texas, approved the
platform. According to Pittsburgh gay activist Billy Hileman, one of the march's four
co-chairs, there was little or no opposition.
Hileman said Steering Committee members adopted the platform through a "consensus" process following about 90 minutes
of discussion. He said the document was
drafted by a platform committee which met
for many hours on the weekend of the Steering Committee meeting.
Ivy Young of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and Eric Rosenthal of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund were among
the lopsided majority that joined the consensus to approve the platform. Under march
rules, NGLTF and HRCF, along with other
national gay groups, are each given a seat on
the Steering Committee.

Cobb County Police, under the direction
of Secret Service agents, moved the group
about fifty yards away from the entrance.
"When the limo came out, we were
there," said Graham.
The Sierra Club and ACT UP sponsored
the demonstration, with the Sierra Club protesting Bush's apparent lack of concern and
leadership on environmental issues.
"ACT UP was once again protesting
Bush's complete lack of action or leadership in any of the issues associated with the
AIDS crisis," said Graham. "Most specifically we were targetting his lack of a nationwide education program that truly gives out
factual information about this disease."
KC WILD MOON

March organizers have said their goal is
to draw one million gays and their supporters to Washington, DC, on April 25, 1993,
for what they say will be the world's largest
gay rights demonstration.
In a meeting in Los Angeles in January,
the Steering Committee voted to call the
event "The National March on Washington
for Lesbian, Gay, and Bi Equal Rights and
Liberation."

Moving left or widening
the circle?
Among those attending the Dallas meeting were DC gay activists Leonard Green
and Phil Attey, who represent the Steering
Committee form the Mid-Atlantic Region,
which includes DC, Maryland, and Virginia.
Green and Attey criticized the platform as
being too broad. The two predicted it will
alienate "mainstream" gays and diminish
rather than expand the number of people
who attend the march.
"It's a laundry list for the left," said
Green, a Republican columnist for an African-American weekly newspaper. "This represents a fringe group within a fringe group."
Attey said many of the platform's planks
were proposed and accepted by platform
committee members in meetings that lasted
until 5 a.m., Sunday, May 10. He said as
few as nine people remained in the meeting
at the time. According to Attey, the full
Steering Committee "rubber stamped" the
platform shortly after 10 a.m. that same day,
when only about 60 or 70 people were
present.
However, lesbian activist Shirley Lesser,
a Steering Committee member from Richmond, Virginia, disputed Green and Attey's
assessment of the platform.
"I think it's wonderful," said Lesser.
"Gay and lesbian people are not isolated on
an island. We are part of the larger community."
CONTINUES TOP, NEXT COLUMN
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Lesser, who did not attend the Dallas
meeting, said she was informed of the
platform's content by an alternate who attended the meeting on her behalf. The fact
that the document was approved by the Steering Committee without anyone calling for
major changes, Lesser said, indicates it enjoys "widespread support" among march organizers.
The platform contains at least three gayrelated items which represent new additions
to the agendas of most gay groups. One
plank, for instance, calls for the "legalization of multiple-partner unions," a measure
that Hileman said was proposed by the Steering Committee's bisexual caucus. Another
plank calls for laws that recognize sexual
relationships "among youth between consenting peers." According to Hileman, members of the Steering Committee's youth caucus said this plank is intended to advocate
changes in age-of-consent laws to allow gay
youth below the age of consent to engage in
sex with each other if they are within a close
age range.
Hileman noted that the "consenting
peers" plank was the most controversial of
the platform items, prompting over an hour
of heated debate in the Steering Committee.
An initial version proposed by the platform
committee called for legal recognition of
sexual relationship "with youth, between
consenting peers." At the request several
Steering Committee members, the word
"with" was replaced with "among."
Another plank calls for changing the
medical profession's classification of "sexreassignment," or sex-change surgery from

a cosmetic to a medical treatment. A separate plank calls for removing "gender
dysphoria" from a list of psychiatric disorders. Gender dysphoria has been defined as
discontent or dislike for one's gender. The
two planks were proposed by the Steering
Committee's Transgender Caucus, which
represents transsexuals and transvestites.
Derek Livingston, another of the
march's co-chairs, said the march platform
committee is preparing "explanations and
clarifications" for most of the planks and
that the final, printed version of the platform will include these explanations.
"For many of us, these other issues cannot be separated from gay issues," said
Livingston, a Rhode Island gay activist.
"We decided to tie all oppression together."
Livingston said he does not believe the
platform will prompt large numbers of gays
to stay away from the march.
"For some people the platform will be
important, but for a lot of people, it will not
mean a lot," he said, adding that most people
will join the march because they support its
overall goal of equal rights for gays.
DC gay activist Barrett Brick, a Steering Committee member representing the
World Congress of Lesbian and Gay Jewish Organizations, said most people had
concerns with some of the platform planks
but decided to respect the wishes of those
who supported them.
"We asked ourselves, 'Is this something
we could live with?'" he said. "Most of us
said we could."
LOU CHIBBAR0 JR.
reprinted with permission of the Washington Blade

SF marches on Harvey
Milk's birthday

and the greedy. I am a gay man and I abhor
that violence, and I will march with you to
end the injustice,'" Gearhart projected. "And
to the police of San Francisco, he would
say: 'This is my city and I am its citizen. I
am a gay man and I am marching for justice and freedom. Get out of my way.'"
The most ground-breaking speech of
the evening came from Jose, a representative of Roots Against War, the grass-roots
predominantly people of color organization that spearheaded the San Francisco protests against the King verdict.
"We have witnessed the largest multiracial uprising in our history. The '90's

San Francisco—In observance of Harvey
Milk's 62nd birthday, gay and lesbian San
Francisco Supervisors Harry Britt, Carola
Migden, and Roberta Achtenberg, long-time
lesbian activist Sally Gearhart, and gay
School Board member Tom Ammiano led a
march through the streets of San Francisco
to City Hall.
According to organizers, the May 20th
march, vigil, and rally was also intended to
be the final event in a long series of protests
about the Rodney King verdict and the police brutality in San Francisco that came in
its wake. In a pointed decision by planners,
no permit was sought for the march. The
event proceeded without trouble.
As the crowd arrived at City Hall, some
began plastering the edifice with twinkies,
in symbolic protest of Dan White's infamous "twinkie defense" which excused him
from heavier sentencing than voluntary manslaughter in his trial for the deaths of Harvey
Milk and SF Mayor George Mosconi.
"We're here tonight to celebrate not only
Harvey Milk, but also all gay militants of
San Francisco," Carmen Vazquez, the rally's
emcee, explained. "There is no price too
high for civil rights."
Vazquez and other speakers made the
connection between the injustices that came
from the Dan White jury and the Simi Val- will be an incredible collision between the
ley jury. They linked the "White Night" haves and the have-nots," he said.
"(RAW) is in solidarity with the lesbian
riots to the street actions of the past month.
and
gay community that stood up and joined
They meshed the fury of gay people and
their straight allies in 1979 with the fury of forces to support the uprisings in the last
black people and their allies of all colors in weeks. We learned about Harvey Mlk,
about how respected he is with gay and
1992.
Sally Gearhart, Milk's long-time friend lesbian people. We made the connection
and ally, invoked the slain leader's voice to between what happened with Dan White
and the case of Rodney King."
address today's crises.
RACHEL TIMONER
'To the rioters, Harvey would say: 'The
Pictured:
Sally Gearhart
violence was done first to you by the rich
Photo by RINK Photo
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To place an obituary
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report a death call 876-0789 or
write:
Southern Voice
1189 Virginia Ave. NE
Atlanta, G A 30306

$500,000 donation to SF gay library is
largest ever made to gay organization
San Francisco—When lim Hormcl, a gay
San Francisco businessman and philanthropist,
announced a gift of $500,000 to support the
most extensive gay, lesbian, and bisexual library collection in the world on April 23, it
was the largest single contribution to a gay,
lesbian, and bisexual organization in history.
The gift went to the Gay and Lesbian Center at San Francisco's new Main Library, which
is expected to open in 1996 in San Francisco's
Civic Center and contain gay, lesbian, and bisexual fiction, non-fiction, films, videos, recordings, and a periodical collection that will
have more than 100 gay, lesbian, and bisexual
magazines and newspapers in full volumes.
"When I first heard of the project, I thought
is was a once-in-a-lifclime thing," Hormel said.
"It's quite an opportunity to protect and maintain an archive of our history, an archive of the
fact that lesbians and gays have and do and will
continue to exist and make enormous contributions to society. That's something straight society has not been willing to recognize."
Hormel added that the lack of recognition
from straight society has created "an enormous
burden on lesbian and gay people," but said
that in the new library "the lesbian and gay past
can be preserved and the future shaped."
According to Chuck Forester, co-chair of
the Gay and Lesbian Center committee, the
collection will be accessible nationwide,
through electronic transfer to other libraries
and state-of-the-art reproductive capabilities.
"This is really a national institution. There's
nothing else like it," he said.
Randy Shilts, author of "And the Band
Played On" and "The Mayor of Castro Street,"
Peter Adair, maker of the films "Word Is Out"
and "Absolutely Positive" and Rob Epstein,
creator of "Common Threads: Stories From
the Quilt," and "The Times of Harvey Milk,"
both of which won Academy Awards for Best
Documentary Feature, have already announced
that they will contribute their collections to the
center. The Gay and Lesbian Center committee is currently negotiating with the Gay and
Lesbian Historical Society of Northern California for acquisition of the latter's collection
as well.
But on April 23, in conjunction with
Hormel's gift, Barbara Grier and Donna
McBride, the founders of Naiad Press, announced the largest material contribution to the
center: Grier and McBride's personal collec-

Pride

(con't.)

"Pride will be a celebration," she continued. "That's what it's set up to be. We want
Atlanta to see that we're here. And tens of
thousands of us walking down Peachtree Street
is a political statement."
Participants on both sides of the Pride meeting were angry, however. Teague said that he
felt the pro-campaign speech supporters showed
little respect for the committee and its process.
"Nobody on the board is lacking in understanding of the significance of open gays running for office," he said. "It was hard to be
treated with such disrespect simply because
someone wanted something we couldn't give
them."
Teague said he was concerned that people
who were trying to make a decision about getting involved working with Pride would be
deterred because of such conflict.
"We're just going to have to be mature
enough to learn how to do business," he said.
"It's not a matter of liking everybody; it's about
respecting everybody."
Organizers said that the decision to not ask
politicians to speak was based in part on complaints from last year over the length and tone
of speeches, and in part over concerns of being
fair to all candidates.

tion of more than 10,000 books, periodicals,
and photographs, amassed over the past 42
years with some dating as far back as 1860,
and described by San Francisco librarian Ken
Dowlin as "the most complete personal library of lesbian and gay books in the English
language."
According to Forester, Grier and McBride
had been offered $500,000 by Duke University for the collection, but chose to donate
their library to the Gay and Lesbian Center
instead, because Duke would not make the
collection accessible to the public.
"Even before Naiad was founded I was
committed to preserving our words, our stories, our legends," Grier said. "Now, for the
first time, a public library is eager to preserve
our collection. The new Gay and Lesbian
Center, with its public access, will be able to
do a far better job getting these stories, these
words, into the hands—and the minds—of
women and men who need to read them, now
and in the future."
According to Forester, the Center has raised
$700,000 of its $1.6 million goal to fund longterm acquisions by the center.
Hormel called on lesbian and gay people
across the country to lend financial support to
the Gay and Lesbian Center, expressing hope
that his donation would encourage others to
do the same.
RACHEL TIM0NER
Pictured: Jim Hormel. Photo by Rink Photo

"We can't be fair to all candidates by picking and choosing who we allow to speak,"
said Board member Laura Bevins.
Robbins said that the eight speakers chosen by the board were "a good mix."
"They're all political because of who they
are, because of the organizations they're involved with," she said. "We tried to cover as
much of the community as we could."
The speakers will include author James
Sears ("Growing Up Gay in the South"), cofounder of OutYouth Kelly Pattillo, national
gay Latino activist Martin Ornelas, and local
activist Joan Garner, among others.
In the aftermath of the Thursday night
meeting, rumors flew about a possible boycott
of Pride, but all parties involved denied support for such an idea.
"Absolutely not," said Claar. "I'm certainly disappointed, but I've got my Pride tshirt and my prom tickets. I'll be there,"
Meanwhile, the issue for Corrigan became
a moot point when his candidacy was disqualified last Wednesday because he failed to
resign as a voter registrar six months before
qualifying as a candidate. Corrigan, an Atlanta attorney, was out of town and could not
be reached for a comment by deadline.
KC WILDM00N
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Stiff Sentence For Houston Gay Basher: An is year
old pleaded guilty to the July 4 1991 murder of a gay man in Houston, receiving a 45-year
sentence for the plea. John Christopher Buice was part of a gang of 10 teenagers who
attacked 27-year-old Paul Broussard with boards studded with nails. Buice made the plea
when he was caught by authorities making preparations to leave the country. Gay bashing in
Houston received national attention following Broussard's murder last year, when Houston
police posing as gay men were attacked by gay bashers. CBS's Street Scenes also aired a
segment on the issue, showing young male teenagers bragging about spending their evenings
looking for "fags." The teens told CBS's Ed Bradley that they "didn't see fags as human."
Nunn Would Support Hearings On Discriminatory Military Policy: Georgia Senator
Sam Nunn told lobbyists for the Human Rights Campaign Fund last week that he would
support Senate Committee hearings on the military's ban on lesbian and gay personnel.
Nunn, who is chair of the Senate's Armed Services Committee, told the HRCF group that he
was not prepared to support a change of the Pentagon's policy at this time, but said he would
examine the issue further. "We went to the meeting expecting the Senator to hear our views,
but we never expected him to agree so readily that hearings were necessary on this issue,"
said HRCF lobbyist Cathy Woolard. HRCF officials plan to follow up with Nunn's staff to
try to arrange hearings.
NC Baptists Kick Out "Gay Supportive" Churches: The North Carolina Baptist Convention expelled two NC churches that took gay positive stands. The Pullen Memorial Baptist
Church in Raleigh was voted out because the church blessed the union of two gay men in
March; and the Olin T. Binkley Memorial Baptist Church was expelled because last month it
licensed a gay divinity student to preach. The Southern Baptist Convention, the parent
group for the NCBC, will hold its annual meeting next month, and the issue of those
church's expulsion is expected to be brought before the delegates.
Vaid To Leave NfiLTF: National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force director Urvashi Vaid announced last week
that she will step down from her position at the end of
this year. Vaid, who has been involved with NGLTF
| for nearly eight years, said that "This is a perfect time
for me to move on, personally and organizationally."
Vaid has been director of the organization since 1989.
She plans to take 1993 as a sabbatical, visiting family
in India and writing.
Photo by Jim Marks
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Navy Pilot Tells All On Nightline, Gets Desk Job: A
Naval aviator told Ted Koppel's "Nightline" last week
that he is gay, saying that he had seen "too much
P
discrimination" to remain silent. Lt. (j.g.) Tracy Thome,
a 25 year old graduate of Vanderbilt University in
—&
—■
"" Nashville, told Koppel that "I love the Navy...but I
have to stand up on this issue." Following his appearance on the ABC news program, Thorne
was assigned to a desk job at his Virginia Beach post, "the first step in an 'administrative'
process that normally leads to a discharge," according to USA Today.
Domestic Partners Win One In NY: A five-judge panel of the New York State Appellate
Division unanimously ruled on May 13 that the denial of health care benefits to domestic
partners of lesbian and gay employees of the New York City School system may violate civil
rights laws prohibiting sexual orientation and marital status discrimination. The judges ruled
that an earlier court had properly denied a motion for dismissal brought by the defendants in
a lawsuit brought by the Gay Teachers Association against the NY City Board of Education.
Lynchburg, VA Gets First Pride, But Who Knows Where: Gays and lesbians will hold
their first ever Gay Pride festival this year, but organizers are not announcing the celebration's
location out of fear of anti-gay violence. In addition to being the hometown of lesbian
songwriter Meg Christian, Lynchburg is also the seat of Jerry Falwell's fundamentalist
operations. According to the Washington Blade, the festival is being publicized by word of
mouth.
Presidential Campaigns And Gay Issues: Democratic candidate Gov. Bill Clinton issued
a statement last week saying that he would ask the Arkansas legislature to repeal that state's
sodomy law, and told reporters that he backs Rep. Pat Schroeder's (D-CO) bill that would
repeal the military's anti-gay discrimination policy. Meanwhile, the Republican National
Committee denied the request of three gay rights organizations to testify before the party's
platform committee. Representatives from the Human Rights Campaign Fund, the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, and the National Federation of Log Cabin Clubs, a gay
Republican organization, were told they could not testify because of time constraints.
HRCF, NGLTF and two AIDS organizations were allowed to testify before the Democrat's
platform committee.
Religious Organization Files Suit Against NJ Gay Rights Law: The Rutherford Institute,
a religious defense organization, has filed suit against the state of New Jersey charging that a
recently enacted law prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation is unconstitutional. "It could prohibit freely preaching against sexual sins such as adultery and homosexuality," said Rutherford attorney Thomas Neuberger. The Institute has also filed a suit against
a similar law in Hawaii.
VA Gay Organization Adopts A Highway: The Hampton Roads Lesbian Gay Pride
Coalition (HRLGPC) has joined the Virginia Department of Transportation's Adopt-AHighway clean-up program, adopting a stretch of Interstate 64 that passes in front of
fundamentalist preacher Pat Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network. HRLGPC members say that their entire name will appear on signs marking the stretch of highway, which
the organization must maintain for two years.
Working Assets Fund Gay, AIDS Organizations: Using monies raised from the Working
Assets VISA, MasterCard and long distance programs, the Working Assets Funding Service
announced its distribution of funds for 1992 earlier this month. Among the organizations
receiving money were the AIDS Action Council and the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force, with both organizations receiving over $16,000. The distribution of the money is
determined by Working Assets customers, who mail in ballots provided by the company.
Over $500,000 was distributed to 36 organizations working in environmental, human rights,
economic justice and peace areas.
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CULBERSON
CHIROPRACTIC
Worker's Comp/Personal Injury

Dr. F. Scott Culberson, D.C.
57 Forsyth St., Galleria Level,
Healey Bldg., 522-2225

(404) 624-3420

Community Psychotherapy
& Addiction Services
David J. MacDonald, M.S.W., C.A.C.
• Survivors of Sexual. Physical &
Emotional Abuse
• Addictive Diseases
• Life's Transitions
• Incorporating Traditional,
Experiential, Quided Imagery and
Inner Child Therapies

Phone: 633-5935
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No Property Taxes!
Pre-Sale Pricing Now
Sales Office 523-6529

Ask for Good Cents —
using added insulation
and insulated windows.

Exclusive Sales by:
The Atcheson Advantage, Inc.
(404) 875-9806

Fall in love
with someone
very special.

Atlanta

Many people think that finding "love" or the
"right" relationship will ultimately make them
feel happy and whole. However successful the
relationship may be, you discover that when
the "love of your life" leaves your life, so do
the feelings of security and completeness.
If you decide to "wait it out," or give the
relationship "just one more chance" - and it
doesn't get better - you become passive, and
rationalize that it's better than no relationship
at all.
So you either stay stuck in the relationship
or you go through one lover after another trying unsuccessfully to maintain some semblance
of balance in your life, only to realize that
when you've finally found the "perfect lover"
-again-you've entered into another vicious
cycle of frustration, sadness and blame.
The Experience is a two and a half day
workshop designed to help you discover the
one person you've always been looking for in
your life...yourself.
The cos t of the workshop is $3 95. The next workshop
is June 12,13, & 14. For more information or to
register, call (404) 365-0317 today.
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Budget crunch squelches
AIDS tracking study
Anthony Fauci, the government's top
AIDS research administrator, says that he
remains committed to carrying out all aspects of AIDS research, but that the current
era of no-growth budgets make
"prioritization" the key word. One of the
first large-scale investigations to feel the
full weight of this word is the San Francisco Men's Health Study (SFMHS).
Begun eight years ago, this continuous
follow-up of over a thousand men from a
San Francisco neighborhood of high AIDS
incidence has yielded many new insights
into how the epidemic spreads in the community and how disease progresses in the
individual. Last September, its funding was
renewed for another four year period, although the annual budget was reduced from
$2.5 to 1.7 million.
Suddenly last winter, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) told the Health Study
that its funding was to be terminated in
October. Negotiations are now in process
to salvage at least part of the study. The
study's epidemiologists in the meantime
have been invited to apply for funding to do

FDA approves fast HIV test
An HIV test developed by a Georgia
company has been approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Adminsitration (FDA). The
test, which provides results in ten minutes,
was developed by the Murex Corporation
in Norcross. It tests for HIV-1 only, but the
company is reportedly developing tests for
HIV-2.
According to Robert K. Shockley, director of infectious disease reasearch and development for Murex, results from the test
are 99.8% accurate. Further tests are called
for if a patients tests positive, but unless a
patient has been engaged in high risk behavior, further testing is generally not required following a negative test.
The test works by combining a blood
sample and a variety of chemicals, which
will change color if HIV is present. Dr.
Schockley said the test will not be sold for
home use, and will be sold to health care
providers for $7-$8.

Mayors of New York, San Juan
sign AIDS-care agreement
New York Mayor David Dinkins and
San Juan, Puerto Rico Mayor Hector Luis
Acevedo signed an agreement last week
intended to provide better access to health
care for HIV+ Puerto Ricans who travel to

ACT UP goes to the prom
Shamrock High School (Clarkston)
prom-goers were greeted by ACT UP/
Atlatna members distriuting condoms and
condom instructions at the May 22 event.
Over 250 condoms were distributed in front
of the Fox Theatre as the students entered
the Egyptian Ballroom. Although there was
nervous laughter from some students, the
condoms and distributers were generally
well received. "A teacher and a parent
thanked us for being there," said action facilitator Brad LaFoon. "It's very important
that teens get these condoms. These people
are having sex and they are one of the fastest growing populations who are contracting HIV." ACT UP/Atlanta has distributed
over 1000 condoms at four proms this year.

preparatory work for a large-scale vaccine
trial involving thousands of people.
One spin-off of the SF Men's Health Study
is being allowed to continue. This is the
"Young Men's Health Study" a new, limited
survey of the level of HIV infection in gay
San Franciscans under the age of 26. It turns
out that this data is important for the vaccine
trial as a yardstick of vaccine effectiveness.
Objecting to arguments that vaccine test
preparations have begun too early, SFMHS
chief epidemiologist Warren Winkelstein
said, 'Tooling up for these trials takes a long
time. It's better to be ready than to be unprepared. We may find people don't understand vaccines. They may be scared or mad
at the NTH and unwilling to enter trials."
That anger already exists among some of
the dedicated SFMHS volunteers, who have
been showing up every six months to give
blood samples and answer lengthy, intimate
questionnaires about their lifestyles.
One volunteer wondered, "They are willing to use gay men to help Middle America
in the vaccine trials but are abandoning an
epidemiology study that could help advance
therapy for gay men already infected. Is that
what is going on with the Bush administration?"
DAVE GILDEN

New York for treatment. The agreement will
identify and coordiate services in San Juan
and New York City for patients who need
them.
According to The New York Times, the
action was denounced by many AIDS advocates, who claim that both mayors are using
the AIDS issue to shore up popularity. The
agreement does not provide any financing or
set timetables for reaching goals.

Brady dad had AIDS
Robert Reed, the Shakespearean trained
actor most remembered as Mike Brady on
"The Brady Bunch," had AIDS, according
to his death certificate, acquired by AP.
Reed's spokesman, Michael Hartig, earlier
denied the actor had AIDS, but the death
certificate stated that HIV infection was
among "significant conditions contributing
to" Reed's death. Reed died on May 12 of
colon lymphoma.
Geraldo Rivera devoted a segment of his
"Now It Can Be Told" program to the actor,
assembling a group of people who claimed
that Reed was gay. Reed, who was divorced
in 1959, was nominated for three Emmy
awards during his television career, including an episode of Chad Everett's "Medical
Center" in which he portrayed a transsexual.
Reed is survived by his daughter, Karen.
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As President of one of the oldest and largest companies that
purchase life insurance policies
for cash from PWAs/ Steven Simon
has continued to demonstrate his commitment
to enhancing the quality of life of PWAs. •
Find out how we can make a difference
in your life today!
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EVER!
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"A MESMERIZING
FILM
that bristles with fury, sexuality

-

and radical wit. Swinton is a sexy,
roaring wonder. It's a piercing
cry from the heart."
— Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

Based on the Play by
Christopher Marlowe
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A Film by
Derek Jarman

BRITISH SCREEN AND BBC FILMS,™
A WORKING TITLE PRODUCTION
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And the winners
are...
Who went home with a Lammy
this year? We'll tell you who won
what at the gay and lesbian 4th
Annual Lambda Literary Awards.

Run for Pride
The 2nd Annual Lesbian and Gay
Pride Run/Walk, benefitting
Project Open Hand, is set for June
27. How to register, what the
course is like, prizes to be
awarded, etc.
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New grit
We're hard upon the big day in the park.
Expected is a fair sampling of the quartermillion of us who live in metro Atlanta. It's
a far cry from 1987 when an emergency
committee rescued the Pride celebration after the organizers threw in the towel late in
the eleventh hour.
In two weeks, a miracle happened. A
rally at the state Capitol made up in spirit
what it lacked in numbers. The Career Obstructionists in our midst did their usual sad
little act, going so far as casting the emergency committee as villains, but the men
and women on it were too busy to care.
Those who missed that fine, warm afternoon at the Capitol missed some good talk
and some good singing.
Joseph Beam came down from Philly.
Sam Baker made his Atlanta debut. Both
are gone now. The mayor of West Hollywood flew in. Charlie Brown emceed, and
beautifully. Of course, the Talking Coifs
from Channel 11 focused on the man in a
dress and ignored poet Beam's words about
being black and gay in racist, homophobic
America.
Out of that committee came the energy
and creative thinking that shaped Pride observances ever since. Atlanta Pride is bigleague now. It's nice. And fitting.
It's fitting because this city is one of a
half-dozen major lesbian and gay centers in
North America. If we gay Atlantans all
moved tomorrow to the west Georgia hamlet of Gay, it would be the second largest
city in the state and one of the largest in the
South. We have the numbers. What we
haven't always had is grit.
Anyone who was here in '87 and recently returned can tell you that since the
March on Washington in the fall of '87,
we've begun to come of age; we are maturing. I think it's because of a change in
leadership. There are new faces. New ideas.
Good ideas. No longer is the community
driven by the negative voices who serve no
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other interests but their own. No longer are
we so self-absorbed.
I went to a Queer Nation meeting the
other night. They weren't talking overthrow
of the capitalist system; they were talking
about adopting a stretch of state highway
and picking up the trash.
We ain't there yet. But, lordy, compare
us now to what we were only six years ago.
This is an entirely different town.
Let's count some of the ways.
Having a lesbian/gay liaison in City Hall
is the rare thing in America.
Having allies such as Mary Davis on
City Council and Jim Martin and Nan Orrock
in the state House is rare down here where
the Bible Belt is used to whip up on anybody who's "different."
Having an arts organization of the caliber of SAME is both the rare and splendid
thing.

GUEST EDITORIAL
And having this newspaper (I don't get
paid by it, so I can toot its horn) is not only
rare but also integral to our survival as a
community.
Except for SAME, all that has come
about since '87.
But all that is nothing compared to the
guts and resolution that infuse the bold warriors among us. Compared to '87, there's a
revolution going on. It is mobilized by the
belief that you gotta go at 'em from all
directions. ACT UP and Queer Nation, both
new in town since '87, have a mandate to
storm the barricades while the negotiations
and lobbying go on inside.
Boy, howdy, it's a strategy that consternates some folks. A Gay Leader explained
to me in '87 that demonstrations weren't
"civil," and, he added, "If you can't be civil,
you might as well move to New York City.
We don't do things that way in Atlanta!"
There's a very good reason why we
must do things that way.

Martin Luther King, Jr. was the greatest
American of this century, but it wasn't his
mind and heart and local boycotts that cut
Jim Crow off at the knees. He won the
media and then the Congress only after
300,000 people met in front of the Lincoln
Memorial, one summer's day in 1963. This
ain't no democracy by a long shot, but anyone who says nothing has changed didn't
live under Jim Crow in the South. There
was no presumption of prejudice; the bigotry was law, it was taught at school, in
church, at the supper table. A display of
strength, of numbers, led to the civil rights
legislation that Lyndon Johnson signed into
law.
That's our cue. In '87, a half-million of
us met in Washington, and we let the media
jerk us around. Ronnie and Nancy and the
Congress were out of town. We got thirty
seconds on the six o'clock news, and the
story was that we said we were a half-million and the Park Service said maybe fifty
thousand.
Maybe we'll have learned how to work
the media by the March on Washington next
year. And maybe here in Atlanta, we can
give Channel 11 and other media no-thanks
more than images to delight the philistines
in suburbia.
In a few weeks, we celebrate the anniversary of the uprising at the Stonewall Inn
in Greenwich Village. Not a few thousand,
not even ten or twenty thousand, but two
hundred thousand of us can give Mayor Jackson, City Council, Governor Miller, and the
General Assembly a message they'll take
with them always. In '87, 500 of us raised
our voices outside the state Capitol, and we
weren't even a ripple. Who in power heard
us? But two hundred thousand! City Hall
will hoist the rainbow flag the very next
day. And anoint Lynn Cothren a saint.
GENE-GABRIEL MOORE
Moore is artistic director of Carroll Street Theatre, an
emerging professional theatre in Cabbagetown.
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To the Editor:
Can you say "DENIAL" boys and girls?
I have finally figured out why after all these
years of hearing about AIDS, how it's
spread, how to prevent it that people are still
getting infected by the thousands. It's simple
human nature! All the education in the world
is useless if people believe deep in their
heart that "it can't and won't happen to
me." This is the problem!
And I'm talking from experience. Sure,
I knew about condoms, safer sex and no sex
but it had nothing to do with me. After all, I
wasn't going to get such a dreadful thing as
AIDS. How wrong I was.
In short, being able to recite in a clinical
manner the facts on AIDS will not protect
individuals who feel that they are immune.
Sincerely,
M.K.

DONTMISS
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Get Ready for Summer

1,200

of our

community

came to the 5th Annual Atlanta
Human Rights Campaign Fund Dinner.

in more ways than one...
Join before June 21st and get one month tanning free!
Congratulations to our contestant, Tim Mullins, on winning the Mr. Hotlanta Preliminary!

1 FREE Work-Out Pass
Some Restrictions Apply • Expires 6/21/92
931 Monroe Drive #11 • Atlanta, GA 30308 • (404) 881-6875

AT LAST...A place where the METRO
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The Atlanta Dinner Committee
expresses its gratitude to every
attendee, every advertiser and
auction contributor and to the
hundreds who gave of their time
and talents to make this a night to
remember.
Join us on May 22, 1993
for the 6th Atlanta Dinner
and help us make it 1,500.
We will make a difference.

1654 McLendon Ave at Clifton
Closed Mondays
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But it's the whole question of fault that
I find fault with. The idea that our lifechoice
was not the result of "maladjustment of
moral defect" makes me kind of shudder to
be further categorized with the paramecium
following our single-cell destiny into each
other's beds.
Either we're abominations or helpless
pitiful slaves to our DNA. Whatever hapEverybody who's thrilled about this gepened to free will? I always kind of liked
netics thing, please raise your hand.
the possibility that I'm doing this because I
Okay. That's about six of you.
want to. That given a choice, I am making
Now everybody who's confused, angry
one.
or just doesn't know what to think, raise
And who are we rushing so fast to prove
your hands.
ourselves to? Anita Bryant? The Right RevAll right, I see, uh-huh, that seems to be
erend Jerry Falwell? Senator Jesse Helms?
just about most of the rest of us.
For the few of you who haven't got a
The Clue Clucks Clan? The telephone installer? On this one I tend to side with Henry
newspaper, or a clue what I'm talking about,
Ford III who said: "Never complain. Never
here's the background. An assistant profesexplain."
sor of psychology at a Milwaukee, or
I don't want to see one more reason to
Kankakee, or East Anywhere, Nebraska
have us live, nose down and kicking gravel,
University interviewed a whole bunch of
saying to anyone, "Oh, well, gee, gosh. It's
gay men to find out whatever assistant pronot my fault. I couldn't help it. It's genetic,
fessors of psychology can find out from
you know." Phoocy!
doing research with active cultures.
The research showed that just over half,
It dumps us into a category that already
contains folks who aren't all that thrilled
52%, of gay males with an identical twin
with how they're treated behad an identical twin who was
y cause of their genetic circumgay. That was compared with r
■
R S * stance. People with cerebral
fraternal twins who had a 22%
homoaffectional same birth sib- PERSON Pa'sy- ^d Down's syndrome.
And dark skin. And blonds. We
ling. And only 11% of "genetican trade revulsion for pity. Or
cally unrelated (adoptive)
grudging permission. Or "tolerance." Yipee.
brothers." (Those guys whose mother wasn't
even in the same room at the same time).
As I said, it is okay, I suppose, to have
something for Mom and Dad to say to Aunt
Aha! So what does this prove? That gay
Minnie about why we are the way we are.
blood is thicker than water, I guess. But
But why would we want them to be saying
also, and I'm quoting from the Associated
it? "You know, Min dear, about one in evPress newswire here: "... exactly the kind
ery ten is born that way. And it's a damn
of pattern you would want to see if someshame, too. But they can't help it. It just
thing genetic were going on."
happens. Genetics, you know." Be nice if
Add to that another study that autopsied
they said instead, "Oh, my, yes, she just
dead guys. (Which is of course the best way
became dictator of a small Latin American
to do autopsies. On dead people.) This recountry. We're so proud. Or, "Why, yes,
search showed that the hypothalamus or the
you did see him on Elm Street in his new
hypocampus, or the hyposomething in the
Mercedes. Paid cash."
brains of gay men were a lot smaller than in
By the way, did you notice that all of
straight men's brains. Sure, smaller. So what
the experiments were conducted on men,
else is new? Again quoting from the AP
wire service: The results added "to the argushe asked lesbianically. It's a small point
perhaps. Like all those heart and cancer studment that sexual orientation does not result
ies done on males, then blanket-applied to
from maladjustment or moral defect."
Add to that the response of an identical
those of us of the other gender. They got
that wrong, too. Our biologies are different.
twin (female) who we all know, Ann LandMaybe lesbians have larger hypo's. Maybe
ers, who is biological proof that one set of
female identical twins who writes advice to
not. Nobody knows. Because nobody asked.
Or did autopsies. Although this is one activthe lovelorn has a statistical propensity to
ist activity I'm not putting my name on for
have a twin who engages in similar behavanytime in the near future.
ior. (What? You didn't know that Dear Abby
What we do know for sure is that 56
and Dear Ann were identical twin sisters?
gay men in that study have a gay twin
Must have been Abby's non-genetic nose
brother. Which may have some statistical
job that fooled you. Or was it Ann's?) Ann
significance. We also know, statistically that
was asked "Since there is now some scien99.85276% of all the convicts in federal
tific proof that homosexuals are born that
way and their lifestyle is not something they
institutions who ate tomatoes before 1889
are dead. Which should tell you something.
choose, do you think people will be less
I wonder if any of those homosexual
hostile to and more tolerant of homosexutwin boys in the study ate tomatoes in the
als?"
last hundred and three years?
Besides asking homosexuals who read
Maybe that's what caused it. Somebody
her column to respond on whether or nor
they're glad they're gay — giving her the
should do a study.
second highest response (almost entirely
Shelly Roberts is a nationally syndicated writer, and
positive) since she asked straight women
author of "The Dyke Detector: How to Tell the Real
whether they'd rather "do it" or cuddle —
Lesbians From Ordinary People."
she also said, "I think that if people believed
homosexuality was not merely an alternative lifestyle but the result of genetics, there
would be less hostility toward the gay population."
Phew! There's something wrong with
this picture. Where do I start?
Well, yes, I suppose it would be nice to
have the rest of the world know that we are
a naturally occurring phenomenon, as innate as the seagull population, most of whom
turn out to be lesbians. And, of course, it
would be nice for Mom not to have to worry
that it really was something she did. Or
didn't do.
SHELLY ROBERTS

A question of

Ghetto idea short-sighted
To the Editor:
I've just finished reading Al Cotton's
guest editorial in the May 21,1992 issue of
Southern Voice, ("Let's get a ghetto"), and
feel that he is way off base. He suggests that
Atlanta's gay and lesbian community would
be well-served to identify an area of town
and move there as a group. He points to the
predominantly queer districts in other cities,
showing how such districts provide a "home"
for gays and lesbians, especially those who
are coming out and searching for some community identity.
I think this view is very short-sighted.
While there may be some instant gratification in having a few blocks of the city loaded
with queer folks, I believe that Atlanta is
much better off because gays and lesbians
have infused themselves throughout the city.
To form a ghetto is to separate ourselves
from other parts of society. Such separation
does not provide the queer community a
realistic sense of the straight world, and docs
not provide opportunities for the straight
world to get to know and accept our corn-

Vice President Dan Quayle
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Dan,
Your recent comments blasting "Murphy
Brown's morality" amaze me. I would think
that someone in your position would be more
responsible when making public statements.
Connecting her with the recent unrest in L.A.
is asinine.
The days of Ozzie and Harriet Nelson
and June and Ward Cleaver families are long
over. Things have changed. Get with the program.
Executive Director, Northern Exposure
CBS, 51 West 52nd St.
New York, NY 10019
Dear Directors,
Mere words can not express my gratitude for your honest depictions of lesbians
on your last episode of Northern Exposure.
You have presented us as the majority of
us are: educated, intelligent, peace loving,
ecologically conscientious and loyal to each

munity. By developing better relations with
our neighbors we can reduce homophobia
and help to prevent hate crimes.
Rather than forming our own little queer
cocoon, I call on the gays and lesbians in
our city to get involved in community activities, civic organizations, and political
efforts to increase our visibility and promote harmonious living with our straight
neighbors. A quick glance at the announcements in this paper is evidence enough that
gay organizations here want and need more
participation from community members.
Gays and lesbians are a minority, so
why should we shut ourselves off from the
benefits of living with the majority of the
population? If Mr. Cotton really wants to be
able to cruise other men on a city street, and
feels there are not enough gay-friendly businesses, then he should work toward improving the current climate rather than trying to
form a separate world. I believe a gay ghetto
would be a step backward rather than a progressive move.
Best regards,
John Burger

Skirting concrete issues and using vague
terms like "family values" does not help the
situation either. What are "traditional family
values" anyway? As someone who is gay
and HIV positive, I do not fit into your traditional family model. What am I supposed to
do?
I truly believe rich, white, straight males
like yourself have done more than Murphy
Brown ever has to cause violence in America.
Please be aware that I will do everything
legal in my power to make sure that you and
your like are put out of office.
J. Bruce Almost

other.
Not as some ice pick wielding crazy as
some recent movies would have the general
public believe.
Please continue in this vein in your next
season as you just MIGHT educate some
narrow minded folks along with being a delightfully entertaining breath of fresh air.
Sincerely,
M.C. Davidson
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Minerals • Fossils • Crystals • Jewelry

Have A
Question?

.exquisite beauty
from the earth

Presents
PAMELA PARKERS
hilarious new play

Grass
Widows
WELCOME TO DOLLAR, GA!
Where all the homes are beautiful
and time stands still...

Show Your Colors!
We have rainbow bracelets.
1025 Virginia Avenue NE • 404 892 4664

ASSAULT DETERRENT

... a place where avocado appliances
in your kitchen are more important
than a dead man in your parlor

June 23rd
A lesbian organization promoting
social and business networking
Programs are held at the Castlegate
Hotel, 1-75 and Howell Mill Road.
Reservations must be made by 5 PM on
the Sunday prior to each meeting.

Information Hotline:
(404) 662-4353

Call
the
EXPERTS!

Bring down multiple attackers instantly, safely,
with no after-effects. Stops persons under the
influence of alcohal and narcotics, animals too.
ASSAULT DETERRENT is the most advanced
chemical self-defense spray available. With a
SHOTGUN BLAST of up to 12 feet. Before you
buy any self-defense "spray",
compare it with ASSAULT
DETERRENT. We offer 2% CS
"Military Super Tear Gas", 5%
OC "Oleoresin Capsicinm",
bright orange dye, and an ultraviolet dye for ID, plus FREE
replacement if used to defend
yourself, and a 30 day money
back guarantee. Attaches to your
key ring and its always ready, r
Yours for $13.95 + $1.05 S/H

HLM Services, Inc.
Specializing in small business
planning, development, and forecasting.
Full Service Accounting. Community owned & operated.
New # 370-0986
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:30pm

MIDWEST WORLD LTD
POB 6146
OMAHA, Ne. 68106
As seen on TV for SI9.95

Cotillion (KO-TIL-YUN) n.- 1. An elaborate dance marked by frequent changes of
partners, 2. An event of fanciful figures in dance, 3. A "coming out" ball, 4. An event
sponsored by pride.

PRIDE PROUDLY PRESENTS:
N

"THE

COTlOJ°

OFF

ANTAS*"

Saturday, June 6th
8:00 pm until 1:00 am
Howard Johnson's Midtown
870 Peachtree Street
CASH BAR
SECURED OFFSTREET PARKING

TICKET PRICES
1 Ticket for $15.00 in advance
4 Tickets for $50.00 in advance
1 Ticket for $20.00 at the door

call The Pride Line at
(404) 662-4533

4th Annual

BUSINESS
EXPO
You can shop 'til you drop in Atlanta
on June 13 at the largest gay and lesbian
business exposition in the southeast

For many, it's not hard to imagine going
to the mall. But, think about a mall where all
the businesses are gay and lesbian owned or
gay and lesbian friendly, and you'll find
yourself at the 4th Annual Business Expo
sponsored by Fourth Tuesday.
The Expo has grown enormously over
the past four years, and is billed as the largest gay and lesbian business exposition in
the southeast. It's easy to see why business
people and consumers alike are flocking to
it.
Demographic research has shown that
the gay community is a good audience to
focus on, though it continues to be largely
ignored by large corporations. According to
a 1988 study of eight male-oriented gay publications by Simmons Market Research Bureau, the average individual income of readers was three times the national average and
60% of the readers were college graduates.
Those extraordinary numbers bear themselves out when one takes a look at the
crowd that the Business Expo attracts. Atlanta Market Researcher Jan Sudhomski did
an informal survey of 146 of the 500 attendees at last year's Expo and found similar
results. Forty percent of the respondents had
an income of $35,000 or over (which is about
the national average), but nineteen percent
of those responding had an average annual
income of over $50,000.
"The results speak very highly of the
event and the exhibitors that they can attract
this type of crowd," Sudhomski surmises.
She says her findings surprised her because,
"I've done a lot of research on trade shows
and conventions and it's usually not this
high quality of a crowd," but, she concludes,
"The gay community is very different from
the rest of America."

Another interesting figure in Sudhomski's
research was that 97% of those polled said
they patronized gay and lesbian businesses
on a regular basis—a fact that is not lost on
gay and lesbian business owners.
Mark Reinke, owner of Trips Unlimited
says he understands the preference for gay
and lesbian businesses. "I feel like a gay or
lesbian person who's gone into business on
their own has overcome a lot of obstacles
that the average person in business hasn't,"
he says. "It seems to me that they do better
work overall. They try harder."
And the Business Expo tries hard to find
the gay and lesbian owned or gay and lesbian friendly businesses out there and present
them to the consumer.
Expo Director Annie Archbold says the
Expo is meant to educate the gay and lesbian
community. "They can purchase items and
learn about businesses for future reference,"
she explains. "You may not need a plumber,
electrician or clothes today, but now you
know where to go."
And an educated consumer is a powerful
consumer. Archbold asserts, "The Expo
demonstrates the economic power of this
community. We have over 500,000 gays
and lesbians here, we are a Mecca of the
southeast, therefore, we have an enormous
buying and political strength."
It can educate in other ways, too, according to Reinke. "It's nice to know that all gay
men are not florists and all lesbians aren't in

m\

Ed Thomas, General Manager of Murphy's
More Than A Delicatessen says they wanted
to be seen as a gay and lesbian friendly
business. "The Virginia-Highland area has
a large number of gay and lesbian residents
and consumers, and as a business in this
area, we want to show our support for the
community."
Other newcomers to the Expo include
Sidewalk Studios in Virginia-Highland. The
art shop is co-owned by Cathi Gurney and
Gail Draughon. Gurney says, "We custom
design jewelry, and we want people to know
that they can come here no matter what their
orientation and feel comfortable if they want
to have matching bands made or other types
of personal jewelry."
David Williams owns Rags to Riches, a
new and recycled men's clothing shop on St.
Charles Avenue. "When we first opened,
we weren't supported by the gay populaton
at all," he recalls. "But now, little by little,
they have been coming in a lot more, but we
want more!" Williams says other business
stereotypical jobs either," he observes. owners who participated in the Expo in the
"There is a lot of diversity within our com- past have told him it was great for business.
munity in terms of the kinds of businesses
Judy Kolberg owns FileHeads and says,
that people are interested in and getting into." "Fully 20% of my year's business is obThat's an assertion that rings true when tained at the Business Expo." Byron
you look at the list of participants. It ranges Hamilton of Hamilton Flowers echoes the
from restaurants, art shops, travel agencies, sentiment. "I saw an increase in new busiclothing stores to even a financial mortgage ness as a result of the Expo," he remembers.
corporation.
"I met new clients including one who has a
Archbold allays any fears over whether standing order with me every week."
those businesses in the Expo, who as she
It really seems that the Business Expo is
says, "couldn't pay for the type of advertis- a win-win situation for all involved; coning and outreach you get in a single day," sumer and business owner alike. Archbold
are taking unfair advantage of an otherwise says it's no coincidence that the event falls
untapped market.
in June—Pride Month.
The businesses go through a selection
"It really is quite a month to celebrate
process and work very closely with organiz- everything from economic strength in who
ers, and Archbold concludes, "The business we are, to our numbers and what we look
has to be willing to put themselves out in like," she says.
front of the gay and lesbian community. If
The Business Expo will be held in the
they are homophobic, the chances of them Grand Ballroom at the Westin Peachtree
doing that are very slim."
Plaza Hotel at the corner of Peachtree Street
That's a statement that could be made and International Boulevard, on Saturday,
about the national advertising market's opin- June 13 from 10AM to 5PM. Hotel parking
ion about gay and lesbian consumers. So is limited and guests are urged to park at
far, no major companies have stepped for- United Parking and Macy's Parking behind
ward to claim part of a market that is valued the hotel on Carnegie Way. MARTA makes
at $359 billion annually. It's a high price to the journey easy since the Peachtree Center
pay for prejudice, but it leaves the market Station is directly underneath the hotel.
ripe for the picking by gay and lesbian owned
CANDACE CHELLEW
businesses and those friendly to the community.
Pictured: The 1991 Business Expo. Photo
Many businesses taking part in the Expo
by Mimi Pfeil.
for the first time hope it works in their favor.
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Birthdays:
SoVo columnist Al Cotton celebrated
his 35th birthday on Sunday, May 10th.
"I'm halfway home," remarked the birthday boy.
Quinn, new to Atlanta and loving it,
will celebrate her 35th on June 10.
Sonny Saxton, bartender at Buddy's
Midtown location will hit the big 30 on
June 11. You can kid him about it next
time you stop in at Buddy's.
Graduations:
David Lowe graduated from Emory
with a degree in English and Philosophy. He will soon be California bound
to attend Berkeley Law School in the
fall. Lowe is pictured here being arrested
at the sodomy demonstration at the state
capitol a few years back. We'll miss
you, David.
Rob Harlow graduated from Berry
College in Rome with a major in Psychology. He, like many other graduates,
is beginning his job search hoping to go
into the human services field. He says
he loves to help people and would like
to work for the state or federal government, but his dream job is to work at
AID Atlanta.
David Vandergriff is most pleased to
announce that he passed the bar exam.
Way to go, David!

"He's got
to have
a good sense
of humor."
1-900-454-2466
V0\CEC0NNECTI0N
The cost for using V01C EcONNECTIONis $ 1.29/
minute. To place your free printed ad, use
the classified order form.

Holy Unions:
Helene Loper and Sheryl Miller were
joined in Holy Union Saturday, May
16th, at All Saints MCC. Helene is a
member of All Saints (as well as student-Clergy) and Sheryl is a member of
First MCC, so the ceremony was conducted by former All Saints Pastor
Stephen Fund, and First Associate Pastor Marge Ragona. The happy couple
reside in Lilburn, and say they were too
busy for a proper honeymoon.
Anniversaries:
S uzi and Laurie Kezh celebrated their
9th anniversary on April 4th with a big
party at the SoVo offices.
Brad LaFoon and Joel Diamond quietly celebrated their 10th anniversary on
May 28. Ten years ago it was a basic
case of love at first sight, and lots of love
and mutual respect since. Congratulations Joel and David.
Vacations:
Ivan Bailey took time out from his
blacksmithing business to enjoy five days
at the Grand Canyon. Bailey spent three
nights camping in the canyon. Bailey
says he and his camping buddy hiked 15
miles (!) to their first campsite and were
lightly dusted with snow that night. "The
weather kept many other campers away
so we practically had the entire Canyon
to ourselves," Bailey says. Bailey
couldn't find a t-shirt that proclaimed his
experience of camping in the Canyon, so
he plans to have one made. Speaking of
making things, you can admire Bailey's
blacksmithing handiwork the next time
you are at the Lakewood Amphitheater.
He made the cast iron gates at the main
entrance.

Moving on:
Susan Strange and Maui Porter, Atlanta residents for three years, say they
will pack it up and move to San Francisco
on June 30. The two say they plan to take
the city by storm. Strange is a local DJ and
says she will spin her farewell gig at Velvet on June 12.

Preparations:
Chris Carroll had so much fun at the
HRCF Dinner this year she's already
bought her ensemble for next year, a (very
cool) black velvet sheath. "I plan to fit into
it next year," she says. Also, Carroll and
her lover Barbara plan to visit the Pisgah
National Forest in mid-June, but say they
will be back in plenty of time for Pride.
Events:
The Southeast Regional Meeting of the
National Organization for Women at the
Penta Hotel Downtown was picketed by a
Queer Nation contingent Saturday, May
16th. But, it was a "friendly picket," according to QN's Larry Pelligrini. "We
carried signs into the meeting thanking
NOW for carrying on the struggle for
choice."
Promoters of the film Edward II are
contacting gay organizations and giving
them free tickets to the new movie. The
flick details the life of the gay King of
England.
Queer Nation members collected funds
at the intersection of Piedmont and Monroe Friday, May 29 and Saturday, May 30.
compiled by
CANDACE CHELLEW
If you would like to report an important "occasion" in your life, please call us
at 876-0789 or write to us at: Southern
Voice / Occasions: PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.
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plicit advertising, you simply rule out other
options. You're not going to get mainstream advertisers. They will use that as an
excuse."
Goff is quick to add that an advertiser's
supposed dislike for phone sex ads is sometimes a thin veil for homophobia. "Rolling
Stone has sex ads in the back," he points
out. "And New York Magazine has personals. For us to do it, it's an excuse for
them not to advertise. But no one seems to
notice that the Voice and Rolling Stone
have [sexually explicit ads]."
Phone sex notwithstanding, mainstream
advertisers have begun to take note of the
lesbian and gay market, partly because of
companies like Overlooked Opinions, a Chicago-based firm that conducted research
revealing that gays and lesbians tend to
have more disposable income and are loyal
consumers. This marks a potential gold
mine for advertisers. "You don't have to
sell them on the market anymore," says
Goff, "They're just looking for the right
magazine."
"There hasn't really been a medium that
advertisers have felt comfortable with," adds
William Guilliams. "Not that there's something wrong with the papers that are out
The impressive list of those involved there, but they provide a different need than
with Out has drawn much attention, particu- what the needs of the advertisers are."
larly from the mainstream press. Roger
Guilliams said that regional gay presses
Black, a magazine consultant who recently could benefit from Out's advertising sucredesigned Esquire has been brought on cesses, by setting a national example for
board as publication director. William local advertisers. For example, he exGuilliams brings experience in direct mar- plained, if Ford Motor Company were to
keting to his position as general manager of buy ad space in Out, local dealerships would
Out.
be more likely to advertise in local gay
The board of advisors includes such edi- papers.
torial luminaries as Susie Bright, former ediWhile Goff and Pettit focus on the editor of On Our Backs, Howard Karren, se- torial firsts they hope to accomplish,
nior editor of Premiere, John Mather, fash- Guilliams has high hopes for the impact
ion editor of Esquire, Richard Pandiscio, art Out will have on the corporate side. "I
director of Interview, Michelangelo think it will radically change the perception
S ignorile, former editor of Outweek and col- these large corporations have of the gay
umnist for the The Advocate, Essence se- community," he says. "It's also a breaknior editor Linda Villarosa, and Ms. execu- through in distribution. The magazine will
tive editor Helen Zia.
be in places that are commonplace, where
Out's ability to attract such people is due gay publications have not been in." Out is
in large part to the magazine's location in slated to appear in selected supermarkets
New York City, long considered the pub- and malls nationwide, reaching new audilishing capital of the nation. Most of those ences that would not ordinarily be exposed
involved with the magazine are people that to lesbian and gay publications.
Goff or Pettit already knew, or had connecAnother first that marks Out's debut is
tions with.
the assemblage of a host of well-known
Pettit says lesbian and gay writers and recording artists for "Get Out," a CD availeditors from the mainstream are hungry to able only by subscribing to Out Magazine
put their skills to work on a high-quality through its toll-free number (800-876-1199).
publication that is relevant to their lives. Probably the biggest gathering of pop stars
"There aren't many outlets for gay and ever for a gay magazine, the Sire Records
lesbains to speak to one another," Pettit CD features 17 tracks from the likes of
points out, saying that the time has come for Debbie Harry, David Byrne, Lou Reed, k.
a new style of lesbian and gay editorial. d. lang, and Morrissey.
"People are sick of reading between the
Out plans a massive introduction highlines."
lighted by booths at gay pride festivals in
several major cities nationwide. Once the
Attracting Advertisers
CDs and June issues run out, there won't be
The professionalism of those assembled another issue until September and Decemto produce Out no doubt has influenced the ber. In 1993, Out plans to reach a monthly
publication's ability to attract big-name circulation of 200,000.
mainstream advertisers: so far, the list inBy that time, we'll know if Out's many
cludes Benetton, Sire Records, and Rizzoli firsts will make it last.
books.
MARK CHESTNUT
But what about phone sex ads? "There
are a lot of hard and sticky decisions that
you have to make, especially on the business side of running a gay publication," explains Pettit. "And a lot of them are not
necessarily in tandem with your greatest political ideals. But the fact of the matter is
that once you decide to accept sexually ex-

OUT Magazine (cont'd)

6tytifoc vUio/h Quc4t
We Invite You to recapture the sense of wonder and excitement
about your sexual life that is your birthright as a gay man. Experience male
sexuality in a way that enhances pleasure and reunites body, mind and
spirit.
This is an opportunity for adventure in erotic and spiritual selfexploration. The class is hands-on and done nude. The
environment is nurturing, respectful, safe and playful.

ATLANTA
Saturday June 13 -Tuition is $125
INFORMATION OR REGISTRATION, CONTACT
John BaUew(404) 874-8536 or (404) 659-5175
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FOR MEN WHO
LOVE MEN,
WOMEN WHO
LOVE WOMEN.
AND EVERYONE
WHO LOVES
FLOWERS.

SPECIAL
Oil, Lube and Filter $9.90
when combined with a Fuel
Injection Tune-up
offer expires 4/15/92

IMPORTANT!
Let us check out USED CARS for
you before you buy
•Analysis cost credited toward repairs.

CPass Emissions-See Us^)
Relax in our comfortable, clean
and accessible waiting room.

"To Gary, Love Bob"
or "To Claire, Love Blanche"
— you don't have to be shy
with us when it comes to the
message you're sending.
Because the Gay Community
now has its very own
800 number for flowers.

633-8393
4285 Buford Hwy, NE

A special kind of love
needs a special kind
of understanding.

Time to get out of the office
and do something for yourself.

1-800-THE-GAY-Rose
1.800-843'429'7

For every order, a donation will be given to Northern Lights
Alternatives, an AIDS support and service organization.
Call Monday through Saturday, 8:00 am to 8:00 pm (EST).
Sunday, 8:00 am to 2:00 pm (EST). All major credit cards accepted.

N

S
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$2.00 off haircut
$3.00 off all
chemicals
with coupon
(exp. 6/3/92)

321-5775

2000 CHESHIRE BRIDGE RD.
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Break the pattern
of your everyday
identity...

GO

I N C 0 G N I T 0
NOW SERVING

Marlee

U PCOMI NG

Ju ne 1 1
Melanie
Hammet

June 4 Macleod

Leigh

9:30

McClelland
Wednesdays
8:30-1 1 :30
MONDAY
Closed for employee
recouperation after our
BIG WEEKENDTHANK YOU

857

MEXICAN
FOOD

COME EARLY, STAY LATE.
0^ecu/cn^ Jsai/ce6 /fe/come>
Call for details.

TUESDAY
8:00 - Pool
Tournament
No Entry Fee
Free Pool Lessons 6-8

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
Jazz with
Coffee House
LiveAcoustic
Leigh
Music
McClelland
Free Pool Lessons 8-10
Starts 9:30

COLLIER ROAD

FRIDAY
Dance 'til
you drop
with
Alicia Bridges

SATURDAY
Hottest women
in town
dance to Khiki
Dementia

NO COVER
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY
Open at 4:30,
DJ Alicia Bridges

355-5189

Fourth Tuesday's

4th Annual Lesbian and Gay Business Expo
Saturday, June 13
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Westin Peachtree Plaza
Hotel Grand Ballroom

Admission only $5.00

Expo Hotline:
(404) 6624599
Co'Sponsored by
• Etcetera Magazine • Fourth Tuesday, Inc. •
• LazerAge • Maddix • Southern Voice •
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SPORTS

hUNl SQfTBALL

LThe bats are swinging and
the teams are chanting on the red clay fields in the heart of
Piedmont Park's green. At press time, the Hotlanta Softball
League had completed six weeks of its regular season schedule
with four more weeks of ground balls, double plays, home runs,
and strike outs to go. Eleven men's teams and eight women's
teams are competing for the opportunity to represent Atlanta in
the Gay World Series to be held in Los Angeles in August.
Marking its twelfth season of play, the men's league combined its two previous divisions, Competitive and Recreational,
into one. The result has been a much more competitive field,
according to Jim Marks, Commissioner of the Hotlanta Softball
League.
"The entire league seems more even without any one team
dominating as in the past years. Eight of the eleven teams still
have the possibility of representing Atlanta in the Gay World
Series in one of three divisions," Marks said.
Playoff games will be held during Gay and Lesbian Pride
weekend, June 27 & 28, to determine who will travel to Los
Angeles to play in the Gay World Series. The league champion
will compete in the A Division, the runner-up will compete in the
B Division, and the best team below a .500 winning percentage
will compete in the C Division.
The women's division, formed in 1988, will send one team
to Los Angeles this fall. The league champion is decided by a
best of three series that pits the regular season winner against the
playoff winner. "The competition is tough," says Assistant
League commissioner Robin Grindle. "The women are as competitive as you can possibly think."
The Atlanta teams are among the best in the nation. "With
one exception, Atlanta teams have finished in the top five at the
Gay World Series in each of the last ten years," says Marks, "and
the women's division may be the best in the country." The
women finished second in the nation two years ago and the men
finished second at the Gay World Series last year.
Approximately 310 men and women participate in the
Hotlanta Softball League. Both the women's and men's teams
attract new players throughout the year-. "I get calls every week,"
says Marks, "from people wanting to play in the league."
The women's league draws in many participants from outlying communities. "Probably more women are from outside the
city, from places like Douglasville and Stone Mountain," says
Robin Grindle. The teams are limited to an 18-person roster and
a team member must have played in at least half of the regular
season games to be eligible to participate in the playoffs.
While the facilities at Piedmont Park are not the best in the
city, the teams are able to attract greater spectator support at this
location. "It's like a gay beach," laughs Grindle. "We have to
pay to rent the fields and they are not in good condition, but we
get a lot of support here."
To help pay the cost of sending four teams to the Gay World
Series, the league has four fund-raisers during the season. The
men will hold the Mr. Hotlanta Softball on May 29 and the
women will hold car washes and yard sales to raise funds that
allow them to participate in any of the thirteen tournaments held
throughout the nation. Atlanta is the host to the Armory Classic
Tournament to be held Fourth of July weekend.
The 8th Annual Armory Classic Tournament will be held
July 2-5 at Southside Park on Jonesboro Road. 30 teams are
expected to play in three divisions: Men's Recreational, Men's
Competitive, and Women's. Competition will include teams
from Ohio, Tennessee, Illinois, Texas, California, Virginia,
Florida, and Washington, D.C. Mark Taylor, tournament director, describes the Armory Classic as "a lot of good sportsmanship and a lot of fun." The weekend of Softball will be concluded
by an awards banquet to be held at the Sheraton Colony Hotel.
The standings as of May 24,1992 are
Women's Division
Backstreet Aces
10
Armory Falconettes
7
Otherside
5
Southern Voice
4
4
Girlfriends
4
Incognito Wildthings
Tower Rebels
2
Backstreet Bangers
0

0
1
4
4
5
5
6
11

NEW
Men's Division
Armory Angels
Blake's Bad Boys
Heretic Griffs
Armory Falcons
Backstreet Boyz
Bulldog Lushpuppies
Pear Garden Sluggers
Backstreet Alleykatz
Otherside Cream
Boot Camp
Otherside Hotnotes

9
9
7
7
5
5
4
4
2
2
0

1
1
3
3
5
5
6
6
7
8
9

CRAIG PATE
Pictured: (Below) A Southern Voice team member hits a long one in the May 17
game against the Backstreet Bangers. (Above) Boot Camp and Bulldogs go at it in
a close game. Photos by Even Bennett

OUT SOUTH FESTE

FESTIVAL

may be looking for
you. An arts festival for bisexual, lesbian and gay artists in the
southeast, Out South Feste will take place September 24-27 in
Asheville, North Carolina and will incorporate more than just the
art of the Southeast's lesbian, gay and bisexual community.
Though many artists, performers, businesses, and organizations
have committed to participating, festival organizer Michael
Strickland says, "we're still in dire need of visual artists."
The Out South Foundation, the festival's parent organization, is committed to providing a regional network for the South.
Strickland, who is also founder of the organization, says it is the
first ever regional organization serving the lesbian, gay and
bisexual community. "From the research I've done, I have not
found another," says Strickland.
The foundation originated in Strickland's roots in the rural
South. "Being from a small rural community, most of my focus
was on looking to cities like Atlanta for direction," he says, "A
lot of times there's the feeling that there's no hope out there."
Strickland was looking for something that would bring a "positive visibility" to lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals in those
communities.
The arts festival is an attempt to bring together lesbians, gay
men, and bisexuals from all over the Southeast to celebrate our
regional talent. Out South Feste will also be multi-dimensional,
however, offering a wide range of resources and activities to
those who attend. A visual arts exhibit will be held in the
Broadway Arts Building, a three level gallery building.
Some performances will take place in the Carolina Green
Door, a small beer and wine theatre on the lower level of the
Broadway Arts Building. "It's going to be kind of an old
cabaret-type atmosphere," says Strickland. The University of
North Carolina's Pisgah Players drama club will host other performances in the Lipsky Auditorium on the UNC campus.
There will also be a market place at the festival for lesbian,
bisexual, and gay-owned businesses. Strickland offers particular
encouragement to arts and crafts, book stores, and antique shops.
But all gay, lesbian and bisexual business owners are invited to
participate.
In addition to arts exhibits, performances, and a market
place, the festival will offer a seminar in non-violent protest.
"The Human Rights Campaign Fund is doing a conference during the festival," says Strickland.
"This has been set up primarily for social, cultural, and
political organizations throughout the Southeast to get together
and meet," says Strickland. Mark your calendars and make your
plans to visit Asheville this fall. In the mean time, if you are an
artist, performer, or business interested in participating, or an
individual or group interested in attending, contact Out South at
Post Office Box 8569, Atlanta; Georgia 30306 or call (404) 8748761 or FAX at (404) 874-8628.
DEBBIE FRAKER
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Summer
Fun!!!

The Atlanta Gay Men's
Chorus Celebrates
A Decade of Singing
with Pride!
Join founding artistic
director Jeffrey Mclntyre
as he conducts the best
of the past ten years
in the Chorus's firstever performance on
the Mainstage of the
Alliance Theatre!

Sunday,
June 14th at 8 RM.
at the Alliance Theatre
of the Woodruff Arts Center.
Tickets are available from the Box Office of the Woodruff Arts Center,
or by phone at 892-2414. Or ask your favorite Chorus member!

Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus...
the Best Voice for Atlanta's
Gay and Lesbian Community.

Friday - TGIF PARTY
with BUFFET and
DINO DISCO with
BUGHA KNOWS

••••••••

Sunday 4-8
THE BEST FREE
BUFFET IN TOWN!

••••••••

NEW AT BURKHARTS
Party at the
"KOUNTRY KORRAL"
every TUESDAY
at the Patio Bar 7 pm
with Harry Brown

Patio

OFFICIAL
SPONSOR
OF PRIDE '92

Ansley Square • Atlanta • 404 872-4403 • No Cover • Women Always Welcome

"Victoria Abril is

HOTTER THAN
GEORGIA
ASPHALT

BY BILL CAIN
Directed by CHRIS COLEMAN
Featuring STUART CULPEPPER

in this erotic tale!"
-Edward Guthman, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

'VENOMOUSLY SEXY!"i
-Dwight Brown, DETAILS

"Could do for
handkerchiefs
what 'Last
Tango
In Paris'
did for
butter!"
- Richard
Johnson,
NEW YORK
DAILY NEWS!

The Next Great Gay
Travel Adventure
A new experience from RSVP - The Gay owned and operated SeaSpirit. The comfort
of a private resort. The elegance of a classic liner. Exciting new destinations. Choice
of itineraries. A unique, intimate gay environment for exploring the calm waters of
the world. Year around weekly departures begin December 19,1992. From $995.$1395. Prices are per-person based on double occupancy.

PHOTO BY OAVIO 2EIGER

LVICTORIA ABRIL in ^->«

OVERS

Call your Travel Agent for new '93 itineraries
♦ SPONSORED BY AT&T
AT&T

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY AT
!'..WP%258l PIEDMONT ROAD
231-1924
PLEASE Bf ADVISED THAT LOW C0NTAHS SCENES Of-AN EXPLICIT NATURE

Thursday - Saturday 8pm
Sunday 7pm
Tickets $10-$12
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

221-0831
PRESENT THIS AD AT OUR BOX
OEFICE FOR $1 OFF YOUR TICKET.

Trips Unlimited
Uniglobe Advisors in Travel

404-872-8747
404-231-5257
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TERRY MCMILLAN, A
daring new voice in
contemporary fiction,
McMillan will read and
sign her new book
"Waiting to Exhale"—an
intimate portrait of 4
African American women.
7 pm. Borders Book Shop.
3655 Roswell Rd. 2370707.

LUCIA DI
LAMERMOOR. The
Atlanta Opera's production of Donizetti 'sbel
canto opera features
Martile Rowland in the
title role. 8 pm. Tonight,
Sat. and Mon. Symphony
Hall. 892-2414.
ROOSTERS. Different
Voices, a new Atlanta
theatre company, presents
this story of a long absent
father whose return brings
confusion, conflict and
poetry. 8 pm. ThurdaySauirday, and again June
11-13. Lupton Auditorium
at Oglethorpe University.
370-1350.
THE WEBSTERS. It's
the summer's hottest
literary convergence and
prayer meeting bringing
together lesbian herstory,
cooking lessons and zengo-rounds. Who could ask
for more? 7:30 pm. Charis
Books & More. 419
Moreland Ave. 524-0304.
ATLANTA MUSICIANS UNITED
AGAINST RACISM. A
benefit for the Grady
Hospital Special Fund for
riot victims and the MLK
Center for Non-violent
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SAGA! THE WHITNEY
BONNEVILLE STORY.
SAME brings back Jeff
Shanks' drag-musicaldocumentary-spoofcomedy about the "life" of
Whitney Bonneville. Runs
thru June 7.14th Street
Playhouse. 881-0817.
GEORGIA RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL. The
7th annual event returns.
Take a step back in time to
a 16th century England
country faire. Shows,
food, crafts and more.
10:30 am — 6 pm, rain or
shine every weekend $10;
$5 for kids. 964-8575 for
more info. Thru June 7.
CRIMES OF THE
HEART. Beth Henley's
award-winning play opens
at Centerstage North

D

N
Social Change. 9 pm.
Masquerade. 695 North
Ave.

5

10-part scries explores
dysfunctional family
experiences, the resulting
behaviors in adults and
how to face them and
move on. The first 5 parts
air today; subsequent
programs air Sunday
afternoons.l0:45 am.
GPTV. Channel 8.

FRIDAY

MARY-CHAPIN
CARPENTER. The
Grammy-winning countryfolk singer returns with
her wonderful band. 8:30
pm. Variety Plhse. 1099
Euclid Ave. 524-7354.
SAMANTHA CLAAR
FUNDRAISER. Claar is
an openly lesbian
candidate for the State
House of Representatives
Ga. District 67. Music and
more. S8 contribution
requested. First Existentialist Congregation. 6881954 for more info.

I

SATURDAY

VIRGINIA HIGHLAND
ROAD RACE. A 5K, 1
mile fun run and tot trot.
Part of Va-Hi Summerfest
'92. Race begins at Inman
Park Middle School. Late
registration at Virginia
Ave. Baptist Church on
Friday June 5,6-9 pm and
Saturday morning, 7-7:45
am. 874-7114 for more
info.
HOLLYWOOD HOTS
'92. June 6. 7-1 lpm. Last
year's Hollywood Hots
benefit raised over
$14,000 for local AIDS
organizations. This year's
event hopes to raise
525,000. Entertainment,
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Theatre, 3330 Sandy
Plains Road in Marietta.
Wed. thru Sun, thru
Junel3. 565-9541.
DESIRE UNDER THE
ELMS. Neighborhood
Playhouse presents
Eugene O'Neill's poignant
drama about a New
England farm family's
battle for property, love
and immortality. Thru
June 13.
STAND UP TRAGEDY.
A tough new play about
the violence in which
many young black men
live — and die. Directed
by Chris Colcman. Actor's
Express. 280 Elizabeth St.
221-08312. Thru June 14.
SPECIAL PALS. The
Atlanta premiere of

8

food and prizes. Grand
prize drawing is a free
vacation for two in
Jamaica. Morningside
Chase Apartments. For
more info call 4964352.
PRIDE PROM'92. June
6. 8 pm. This year's theme
'The Cotillion of Fantasy"
is sure to draw a large and
diverse crowd. Pride Prom
is a fundraiser for Pride
'92 so come out and join
in. Cash bar. Howard
Johnson's Midtown. 6624533 for more information.
JUDY GARLAND
SPECIALS. Judy would
have been 70 years old this
month. This salute to the
legendary songstress
features Garland performing some 20 songs from
her 1963-64 television
show. Also a program
never aired in this country
before—Judy and Liza in
Concert—performed when

D

UPC

Pamela Parker's latest play
about a couple's 65th
anniversary. Mercer Fine
Arts Auditorium. Fri. and
Sat at 8 pm. Sun. at 2 pm.
Runs through June 20.
378-8646.
B-MOVIE, THE PLAY.
Tom Wood's wild and
wacky comedy has Blonde
Bombshells, Handsome
Hunks and lovestruck Girl
Fridays. See Horizon
Theatre's wind-up
production of the season.
Thru June 28.584-7450.
REV. TARTUFFE: A
DIVINE MUSICAL.
Molicrc's classic study of
religious hypocrisy
updated and set in the
modern South. Moliere's

Liza was 18. 7: 45 pm.
GPTV. Channel 8.
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SUNDAY

A TASTE OF VIRGINIA-HIGHLAND
AND ARTS FESTIVAL.
Va-Hi restaurants and
artists converge on John
Howell Park for a day in
the sun. Hot air balloon
rides, volleyball and more.
222-VAHJ for more info
or to volunteer.

I I I D A Y

OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's own gay and
lesbian television program
is back for its third season.
10:30 pm. Channel 12.
People TV. Same show
airs on Wednesday at 5:30
pm.
ARBITERS OF STYLE.
Before Out in Atlanta
watch this new public
access show which offers
a behind the scenes look at
fashion furniture, art,
music, food, film and
theatre in Atlanta. 10 pm.
Channel 12. People TV.
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TUESDAY

TUESDAY NIGHT AT
THE SHRINE. A free
weekly dinner for all
persons with HIV. 6 pm.
48 Martin Luther King, Jr.
Dr. 521-1866.

10

WEDNESDAY

NAPWA TREATMENT
COMMITTEE MEETING. Questions on HIV
progressive treatments?
Want to help get more
treatments available in
Atlanta? 5 pm. Atlanta
NAPWA office. 44 12th
St. 874-7926 for more
info.
GAY GAMES UNITY
'94. The Atlanta and
Southeast meeting to be a
part of Team Atlanta in the
upcoming historic Gay
Games. 24 sports are
included. 7:30 pm. Ponce
de Leon Library. 875-0700
for more information.
ROBERTA FLACK.
Grammy-award winner
Flack soared to the top of
the charts with "Killing

Me Softly," She returns to
the Chastain stage with the
Atlanta Symphony. 8:30
pm. Chastain Park. 8922414.

Pictured:
ABOVE RIGHT: Terry
McMillan reads from and
signs her book, "Waiting
to Exhale," at Borders
Books on June 4. Photo
by Marion Ettlinger.
BELOW: Robert Singleton and Graciela Marin
in "Roosters," from the
newest Atlanta theatre
company, Different
Voices. Photo by Colleen
Casey.
ABOVE LEFT: The
Atlanta Opera presents
"Lucia di Lamermoor"
June 4, 6 & 8. Photo by
Billy Howard.

ATLANTA GAY AND
LESBIAN WIND
SYMPHONY. The first
rehearsal and organizational meeting for this new
musical group. 6 pm.
North DeKalb Cultural
Center. Room #4. 8723135 for more info.
BRADSHAW ON
HOMECOMING. This

OWING
Tartuffe was first
performed in 1664 for one
of those Louis guys. Cast
includes Megan
McFarland of Delia's
Diner fame. Theatrical
Outfit. 872-0665. Thru
June 28.
SIMPLY PLAID. The
Alliance's hot summer
production gets kicked off
in style with 'The Plaid
Explosion." Alliance
Theatre. 892-2414. Thru
July 26.
4th ANNUAL LESBIAN
AND GAY BUSINESS
EXPO. June 13. Over 100
lesbian and gay businesses
show their wares. A great
opportunity for businesses
and consumers alike. 6624599 for more information.

ATLANTA FEMINIST
WOMEN'S CHORUS
BENEFIT DANCE. Cosponosred by 4th Tuesday
and AFWC Auxiliary. DJ
Lenny Lassiter. Refreshments. 8 pm. First
Existentialist Congregation. 470 Candler Park
Drive. 355-8894 for more
info.

LESBIAN AND GAY
PRIDE 5K RUN/WALK.
Last year's run was a huge
success with over 200
runners. This year's run
will be even larger and all
proceeds will benefit
Project Open Hand.
Sponsored by Southern
Voice. Registration is $10
before June 13, Si2 after.

For more info or to
register call 621-5007.
LESBIAN AND GAY
PRIDE'92. June 27 & 28.
A week-end full of
activities culminating with
the March on Sunday. Lea
Delaria emcees at
Piedmont Park afterwards.
50,000 are expected. See
you there.
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lilt's BooBoo's birthday and I want to take him (her) some
I place that's really special. But...we don't want to have
I to get dressed up.. .and I don't want to spend too much
I money...and we just hate places where they sling so
much attitude."
Of course, gay or lesbian couples have to be treated with
the same deference and respect that their non-gays cousins
would expect. And reservations really are a must—there's not
much romantic about being packed cheek-to-jowl into a tiny
waiting area with hordes of heteros.
The answer is simple: ChePs Cafe (2115 Piedmont Road,
872-2284). I reviewed Chef's shortly after it opened almost six
years ago and was unabashedly enthusiastic. Since then, the
dining room has doubled in size, the menu has become more
ambitious, and a clone (Chef's Grill) has been spun off. And
despite the fact that every detail is not always perfect, I still
recommend it whenever the opportunity arises.
I had dinner at Chef's a couple of weekends ago. No
special occasion, just a Saturday night when a friend and I
wanted a good meal, with no wait, in civil surroundings. We
would have been happier spending half as much money—and I
would have not cooked the fish so long—but otherwise it's
difficult to fault any part of the experience. And, when food
and service are this good, I really don't begrudge spending $40
a head, I just wish I could do it more often. Fact is you can
spend half that much and eat well here, it's just not as much
fun.
Standouts included a sublime carpaccio studded with fried
capers; salmon and scallops sauteed in sesame oil and tossed
with angel hair pasta; grilled halibut garnished with tiny onions
glazed in balsamic vinegar; and a pastry cream filled tart topped
with blood orange sections.
Top it all off with a knock-out bottle of Carmenet sauvignon
blanc and its hard to imagine a more pleasurable experience, at
least one that involves food and keeping your clothes on. Check
it out.

Two Thumbs Down
I wish I could be so enthusiastic about the Sundown Cafe
(2165 Cheshire Bridge Road). But for its excellent salsas and
collard greens, I had little kind to say about this place when it

IPWfi
opened six months ago. Several friends have told me that I'm
out to lunch and urged me to go back—especially to try the
veggie enchiladas.
So I did just that last week. Sorry gang, I dislike this place
even more now than when it opened.
The much touted enchiladas were loaded with naught but
sour cream and a few chards of onion and red pepper. The rice
that accompanied them was lackluster, the beans that preceded
them bland, bland, bland. Our waitress made fun of the fact that
we chose not to eat meat and then admitted that she knew
nothing about the various Mexican beers offered by her employers. She did tell us "I drink vodka" in a tone which suggested that she might have consumed some fairly recently.
I said it six months ago and I'll say it again now: I really
want to like this place. But it takes more than a friendly host
and a convenient location to make a decent restaurant.
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and throw them under the broiler for a minute or two.
My crock pot died years ago, but now I'm busily cruising
yard sales looking for a new one.

C You Later
For years now vitamin and health food fanatics have encouraged us to use vitamin C for everything from curing the
common cold to preventing heart disease and cancer. Naysaycrs
have pooh-poohed the concept as little more than huckstcrism
for oranges and vitamin supplements.
Now, from researchers at the UCLA School of Public
Health, comes word that daily intake of 300 milligrams of
vitamin C (from both food and supplements) adds approximately six years to the lifespan of men when compared to those
who consumed about 50 milligrams daily. The difference for
women was only about one-quarter that amount.
Still there are those who doubt the benefit of extra dose of
C in the diet. They claim that the folks who consumed more of
the vitamin also tended to take better care of themselves—eat
more fiber, get more exercise, weigh less—than those who
consumed less.
It seems unlikely that the question will be resolved any
time soon, but until we know for sure, an extra glass of OJ can't
hurt.

Easy Onions
When Vidalia onions are in season I use them liberally in
most everything I cook. Up 'til now my favorite way to prepare
them has been baked (in the microwave or regular oven) with a
dab of butter and a good dose of freshly ground pepper.
That was until I visited some friends for Memorial Day and
found a crock pot full of fat Vidalia slices simmering in butter
and (dry) sherry—it doesn't take much of either. Once they're
cooked you can add parmesan to the pot or sprinkle it on the
onions. They make great garnish for other foods (like burgers
or dogs, or mashed potatoes) or serve as a side dish.
This method of preparation suggests some easy and yummy
sounding options. Try substituting pepper flavored vodka for
the sherry. Or balsamic vinegar. Add some sliced new potatoes
and/or leeks to the mix. How about green peppers or fresh
basil? Serve atop crisp, dark greens and top with warm, crumbled
bacon. Or pile the onions on bread rounds, top with parmesan

Taxing Issue
The government of the state of Alabama, which has lately
been the originator of some really unattractive legislation designed to discriminate against gays and lesbians, has taken a far
more progressive stance when it comes to taxing food. If all
goes as planned, beginning January 1, residents of our neighboring state will no longer pay sales tax on groceries.
Seems like such a measure was all the talk here in Georgia
a couple of years ago, but disappeared because the logistics
were said to be too complicated. Sales taxes (especially on
products required for survival) are incredibly regressive and
really serve no one other than bureaucrats and the wealthy.
Finding a way to take the taxes off unprepared food should be
high on somebody's shopping list in next year's legislature.
GARY KAUPMAN

Spend a weekend in Europe
...just South of Ponce
If you can't get away far the weekend,
get away for dinner.
Spend a romantic and relaxing evening
in Europe. No passport required.
Excellent food and drink; impeccable
service; free parking; reservations
accepted.

PEASANT
COOKING

THE CRAB HOUSE
Piedmont at North Ave. 2nd Level Rio Shopping Center
Midtown/872-0011
2225 Cobb Parkway / Marietta / 955-2722
Expires June 15,1992

The flavors, of Eastern Europe
for mere rubles

A blending of tastes from the rich
diversity of countries bordering the
Meditterranean

Dinner served Tues-Sun
469 N. Highland 688-0836

Open Tues-Sun for Dinner
471 N. Highland 688
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One of the most popular Atlanta entertainers, Chocolate
Thunder, has been discovered it seems. Unlike Lana
Turner, Miss Thunder was not discovered sipping a soda
at a drugstore fountain. Rather, she came to the attention
of rhythm and blues singer Millie Jackson about six weeks
ago when the latter came into Blake's on 10th Street looking for
a "drag queen who could sing."
Jackson originally had a white entertainer in mind to play
the role of Connie Vertible, a psychiatric nurse who narrates the
musical comedy show, which Jackson has put together, called
"Young Man, Older Woman." But after seeing Chocolate
perform, and hearing her sassy repartee with the audience,
Jackson asked for Chocolate's number. A luncheon interview
was scheduled in which Jackson sought to determine if Chocolate was "crazy enough" to work with her. "Everyone who
works with me is crazy," Jackson told Chocolate. "There's
only one sane person, and we keep her locked in an office in
New Jersey."
Chocolate, aka Kenny Montague, passed the insanity test
with flying colors. In his Midtown apartment a few days later,
Chocolate awaited word on Jackson's decision. Finally the
phone rang—it was HER. "I told her, Millie, I've got a bottle of
champagne in the refrigerator with a prayer cloth on it, waiting
to hear from you." Jackson replied, "You go get that champagne and pop that cork cause you gonna be my ho'."
Jackson's career began in the early seventies when she
burst on the scene with a catchy single called "Ask Me What
You Want." Several other hits followed and over the years
Jackson's style became more sexually explicit. Her albums
were punctuated with long raps to her audience wherein she
delivered a message of raw female power. This message is
expounded upon in "Young Man, Older Woman," written by
Doug and Helen Smith.
Chocolate and the rest of the cast have completed a week's
run in New Orleans, Birmingham, and Louisville, and will
perform at the Fox Theatre beginning June 2 and running
through June 7.
There is good news for musicians and lovers of music in
general as plans are afoot to form a Wind Symphony composed of, by, and for our community. Frank Steel, who is an

DANNY
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active member of the Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus, is planning a
first rehearsal and organizational meeting for interested musicians on Sunday, June 7, at 8PM at the North DeKalb Cultural
Center. The term "wind symphony" is used to differentiate this
type of ensemble from a marching type of band.
Of course, my knowledge of music could fit nicely into a
tasseled pasty, but I can appreciate the talent and dedication of
musicians such as Mr. Steele. My own childhood attempt at
learning the piano was brought to a halt by my teacher, Mrs.
Muff (even I wouldn't make that up), who sadly informed my
mother that both my little sister and myself were not dedicated
enough to the piano. Therefore, the only two things I remember
about Mrs. Muff were her name and her constant admonition to
strike the keys with a light stroke. "Tickle your ivories! Tickle
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your ivories!" Interested musicians may call Frank Steele at
(404) 872-3135 for further information.
In other music news, be sure to set your VCR to record a
double dose of Judy Garland as GPTV presents "Judy Garland Sings" at 7:45PM on Saturday, June 7. This special will
feature Garland singing a number of songs from her variety
show from the mid-sixties. The second helping of the evening
is "Judy and Liza in Concert" which is a concert filmed in
London in November of 1964, when Liza was a mere 18 years
old. This concert has never before been seen in the United
States. This rare glimpse of Garland should spark many intimate parties around town as those of us who are proud to be
"friends of Dorothy" gather to toast her memory.
On the art front, an installation by Radcliffe Bailey called
"Places of Rebirth" opens June 5 at the Tula Foundation
Gallery on Bennett Street. A reception with the artist will kick
off the exhibit at 6:30PM.
Bailey makes use of bits of painting and sculpture to create
his own art. The installation also includes a piece made in
collaboration with local artist Paul Evans.
Tucked away on a quiet street in the Reynoldstown neighborhood is the Hughley Gallery at 142 Stovall Street. I
visited this beautiful light-filled space recently to see an exhibit
of hand-colored photographs and was impressed by the quality
of the work presented there. Currently, the gallery is featuring
sculptured bronzes by New York artist Helen Evans Ramsaran.
The sculptures have an organic quality, some giving the impression of "fossilized detritus of some timeless religious ritual."
The exhibit runs through June 13. Call (404) 523-3201 for
more information.
I am anxiously awaiting the arrival of a tape of the recently
held Miss USA Pageant, won by Tandy Andrews. Two weeks
ago I mistakenly reported that Whitney Page had placed as first
runner-up. The correct first runner-up was Bianca Page. My
source, Miss Georgia USA, Tina DeVore had given me the
correct information, but somehow I got my "Pages" mixed up.
It was easy to do, as both Whitney and Bianca are my Nashville
homegirls. I apologize to both Pages and my readers.
Pictured: Chocolate Thunder and Millie Jackson

An International Club

RITA MAE
MANICOTTI
SEEN ENJOYING
Sunday Brunch &
the latest issue of SoVo.

for an i n t e rn a t \ o n aI c i t y
Have a Great Time at

'' HOLLYWOOD HOTS
(June 6, 7-1 lpm)

Warm up at the Cove before
and party hard after!
Special Guest D.J. lor Sat. & Sun. T-Dance is Stuart Gardner - June 6 & 7

WE NOW HAVE BEER & WINE
Mon-Fri Lunch
Tue-Sat Dinner
Sun Brunch

881-0001
1144 Crescent Avenue (next to 14th)

"Clever menu at Einstein s; smart dining all over."
—Elliott Mackle AJC

586 Worchester Dr. NE (Off Monroe Dr. nearAnsley Mall) • Atlanta, GA • 875-2477

Julio and Domingo invite you to
visit them soon at Sandy Springs
or in Buckhead.

Full bar at Buckhead!
Lunch & Dinner 7 Days

Creative Cuisine from Hoi and SPICV Climates

2625 Piedmont Road
Buckhead Crossing Ctr., Near Cub Foods

BUY ONE ENTREE, GET A
SECOND ENTREE AT 1/2 PRICE!

LUNCH, DINNER, 8UNDAV BRUNCH & LATE NIGHT!

VOTED BEST NEW RESTAURANT
—ETC

It's never too early to come to the Cove

When SOUTHBEACH
is a bit too far...

M<LAtcu/4^4jf

LARGEST PATIO IN ATLANTA
FEATURING MASSIVE SALADS,
PASTAS, SANDWICHES & MORE

COVE/ATLANTA

364-0212

1 Block off Peachtree at 1077 Juniper & 12th St.

Sandy Springs Plaza
6301 Roswell Road

FREE PARKING 876-7925

255-5434

VALID AT THE MIDTOWN LOCATION
689 Peachtree across from The Fox
^Free Parking, 3rd St. Decks (rear)
873-5361

Exp.
6/30/92
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Express Yourself, and
help Southern Voice
become the paper you
want it to be.
Watch this paper for an
upcoming
readership
survey being conducted
by...
Overlooked Opinions—the
only lesbian and gay
opinion polling firm!
And to show our appreciation, when you
complete a survey and return it to us, you
will be entered in a special drawing later
this summer for a fantasy cruise for two!

Wi n a free
Cruise for two

4/19.92
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Girlfriend(s): Capitol Records has released two new additions to its "Collectors Series;" one from The Journeymen
(Dish remembers them) and one from The Honeys—Dish
does not remember Marilyn, Diane, and Ginger, but then
maybe it's like, because, we aren't from Surf City, y'know. We
do however think that you may want to check out this re-release
for two reasons: First there is a very funny cut entitled "Surfin'
Down the Swanee River" that features Glen Campbell and Leon
Russell. The other has to do with the tyranny of hairdos, then (in
1963) and now. A picture is indeed worth a thousand words.
Can't Stop the Bigot: Edward Margulies will doubtless be
hearing from the folks at GLAAD for his "Bad Movies We
Love" column in the June issue of "Movieline" magazine. The
article is a re-review of one of Dish's all time camp favorites:
"Can't Stop the Music" (which featured none other than those
late '70s disco heroes, The Village People.) Mr. Margulies calls
CSTM "deliriously bad." We agree. It is also funny as hell and
contains some enticing images of manflesh. Like the dance craze
that it claims to chronicle, this is a mindless and harmless movie.
But Margulies seems to think otherwise; he is horrified by the
movie's overtly gay aesthetic and uses the term "Twinky" in an
especially cutting photo caption. If you haven't seen CSTM,
check out a copy soon; the scene of all the men in Speedos diving
into a YMCA pool is a bargain at twice the rental price.
Screw Equality? Well that's not exactly what she said in her
interview in the May issue of Elle magazine. But country-kickass
become swoon-n-croon songstress k.d.lang did tell interviewer
Ann Magnuson this: "I used to think equality was the answer.
Now I don't want to be equal. I don't want my worth being
measured against a male standard. We're completely different
animals. We all share the same emotions but we have different
bodies, different approaches to life, we have different functions.
I think being an example is a good way of being a feminist." And
a separatist?

Please Stay Healthy Mr. President! Missing entirely
from the massive media blitz over the wit (NOT!) and wisdom
(NOT! NOT!) of J. Danforth Quayle on Murphy Brown's baby

JUNE 4-JUNE 10,1992
We are now in the New Moon and 1 st quarter phase which is
good for starting new projects or new habits. The best way to get
rid of a "bad" habit is to replace it with a "good" one. So, pick a
behavior that doesn't work for you and put in one that does.
ARIES, what is going in your neighborhood? Do you know
your neighbors? Are you staying in touch with aunts, uncles,
cousins and childhood friends? This may be a good time for a visit
with relatives. TAURUS, this is a good time to reflect on your
financial situation and set some realistic goals that are in accord
with your dreams and visions. The Universe will support you, so
don't hesitate or doubt. HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GEMINI! Even if
you aren't sure what you want to be when you grow up, please
remember that you contribute a great deal of joy and happiness to
the lives of friends and family. Celebrate your life!
CANCER, this is an excellent time to focus on your dreams and
intuition as well as your creative abilities. Please don't assume
that you are not creative, just do it for fun and recreation. LEO, how

Dykes To Watch Out For
-THE FiMMWCUTHMSJ APfty
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THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN

has been comment on just what this country would be like if—
Goddess forbid—George Herbert Walker Bush were to hurl on
out of here and Danny boy were to become president of these
United States. Dish is not amused by Mr. Bush, but we do offer
daily sacrifices for his well being. And, by the way, we think that
CBS is making a very large mistake if they don't name Murphy's
baby either Danforth Brown .. .or, better yet, Quayle Brown.

S T A
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is life in the fast lane? If it feels like things are moving too quickly,
you may need some solitude in a beautiful and peaceful out-of-theway place to regain your center. VIRGO, please remember, as the
momentum of your life accelerates, that it is always important to
take care of yourselL.good food, plenty of water and rest, and
recreation for your mind and soul.
LIBRA, your 7th house of close personal and intimate relationships may be very active right now, so be discriminating with your
time and energy. You don't have to entertain everyone. Dear
SCORPIO, your 12th house of dreams and visions may be more
active now, so you may require more time for quiet reflection and
creative activities. Possibly a healing time for you. SAGITTARIUS,
with all the activity in your 7th house of close personal relation-

4/1992

Crash Course: Kudos to USA Today for publishing an
excellent commentary in its May 21 edition on the tyranny of
"Compulsory Heterosexuality" that is the high school Senior
Prom. The words of wisdom (including a note of the Sexual
Minorities Youth Assistance League's 800 number) were penned
by Deb Price, a lesbian who is news editor for The Detroit News'
Washington bureau and a regular columnist for Gannett News
Service. May Dish suggest that you pen a note to USA Today at
1000 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22229 and ask that they
publish Price, specifically on gay/lesbian issues, regularly?
...Speaking of proms, did you see the news item on the two
(hetero) women in Massachusetts who were denied permission
to go to the prom together because they were not gay? Times do
change!
Top Rated: To anyone who has ever eaten there, it will come
as no surprise that Cracker Barrel restaurants came out at the top
of the list when Consumer Reports magazine polled its readers
on their favorite chain eating establishments. The Tennesseebased chain came out with the highest possible ratings in every
department except noise. CR did acknowledge that CB has been
a "protest target" because "advocacy groups claim that the chain
refuses to employ homosexuals." CB's reply is slightly different
from what we've heard in the past. CR says that CB "maintains
that the company does not discriminate against gay workers"
(tell that to Cheryl Summerville) and that such allegations are
"unfair and unjustified." Dish thinks you may want to write to
Consumer Reports, 101 Truman Ave., Yonkers, NY 107031057 and suggest that they do a little more investigation as to the
facts in this case.. .and print them in an upcoming issue.
Saint Imelda Comes Out: Dish understands that the new
(and very frightening) head of the NEA, Anne-Imelda Radice
did not get her name from Imelda Marcos, but rather from a
Catholic Saint of the same name. Not having been born Catholic,
we are not sure just exactly what St. Imelda is the Saint of. But,
we would like to suggest that in the homo-hagiography it might
well be that she could be seen as the patron Saint(ess) of closets.
And not the kind that you keep shoes in, either.

ships and partnerships, your house may feel like a bed and
breakfast or a conference center. Relax and enjoy it, it won't last
forever.
CAPRICORN, how is your stress level? Are you carrying
around too much residual tension? If so, you may need more
physical exercise, a weekly massage and relaxation exercises to
keep your blood pressure down. AQUARIUS, this is not the time to
Stress Out over little things in life. Do your best to keep everything
in perspective. Seek out a mentor or older friend for advice or
assistance with difficult decisions. PISCES, hopefully you have a
wonderful vacation planned with your significant other, special
person or close friend. If not, get on it and don' t let the summer slip
by without a fun trip somewhere. You can afford it. You are worth
it!

MARY BAILEY RULE is a professional astrologer who specializes in
personal, relationship and career interpretation. She can be reached at 364-6073.
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JERRILYN LEVETAN
Age: 37
How Long In Atlanta: Native
Relationship: "Happily involved"
Last Book Read: "Prince of Tides, "by
Pat Conroy
Pet Peeve: People who say they're
going to do something and then don't
follow through.
Jerrilyn calls herself a "facilitator." In her
own unique definition she says she puts people
and things together or matches a product to a
person's needs. This philosophy serves as
Jerrilyn's gestalt. It pervades her work as an
independent sales contractor and in what she
calls her "real" work as a Board member of
Southern Fried Productions.
You've got to talk to Jerrilyn for a while to
realize what a dynamo she is. Soft spoken,
with an authentic urban-meets-the-South accent, Jerrilyn doesn't push herself or her views.
Her salt and pepper hair, warm brown eyes and
ready smile are, however, convincing enough.
On a recent bucolic Spring evening, Jerrilyn
sat on her tree-lined deck, stoked the barbecue
and reflected on her life and her work.
"I always tell people to call me after dark
because I love the outdoors and I'll be playin'
til dark." Jerrilyn's interest in the outdoors has
manifested itself in some unusual ways. "I was
a cowgirl one summer in Colorado," she remembers with a laugh. "My God, I had almost
forgotten about that!"
Jerrilyn has received Degrees in Early
Childhood Development and Education and
Physical Education. "I don't use either one of
them now," she comments, "but that's okay. I
did however, teach kindergarten in DeKalb
County when it was a pilot program."
Jerrilyn went on to different occupations
as varied as owning her own apartment-locating firm to representing the sales aspect of art
glass. Currently she is an independent sales
contractor. "I work as an agent for different
companies and while I sell their product I'm
employed by me, not what I'm representing."
But the real love of Jerrilyn's life is her
volunteer work for Southern Fried Productions.
"A couple of years ago I went to a Southern
Fried Production and I was absolutely blown
away by the content and the acting, but there
were so few people in the audience. So I
decided to get involved and I asked if I could
help with publicity." Jerrilyn began the allimportant phone calls to different publications
to gain publicity for the Playhouse and its productions.
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Women in Kahoots (WinK)
Type of Organization: Social lesbian
Year founded: June, 1991
Recent accomplishments: Christmas party
at Deana's raised about $200 for Childkind
Future events: June 6 WinK birthday party
Contact info: 1003 Hicksmil Court, S.W.,
Marietta, GA 30060, (404) 438-1421
Women in Kahoots is a social group for
lesbians in Cobb County. Founder Lynne
Patterson says she started the group because "I
dated women in Decatur, and I dated a woman
in Little Five Points. The road only goes one
way."
Out of her frustration with only meeting
women who lived inside the perimeter and who
refused to travel out of it, Patterson set up this
apparently much-needed group. Though it was
established for Cobb County lesbians, Patterson
says, "We actually have women coming from
all over: Decatur, Athens, Carrollton, Jonesboro,
and even Winder, Georgia."
"We don't really have members," says

AIDS Organizations

Spiritual

AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta);
1-800-551-2728 (State-wide). AIDS Legal
Project—688-5433
AIDSCHAIM—Edie, 642-3467
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 874-4845, or PO Box
77003, Atl, 30357.
Childkind—936-9655
First MCC AIDS Ministry—872-2246
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network
—1-800-551-2728
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project
-633-0634
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta
— 874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
The Names Project Quilting Bee—£72-2246
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church
—622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—521-2962
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atlanta—
872-2246
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Integrity—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gav Concerns—
373-5830
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134 or George at
688-2242

Arts/Entertainment
"It's easy to be enthusiastic about Southern Fried," she continues, "because it's the
only theatre in Atlanta that exclusively promotes works by Southern authors and playwrights." The theatre employs local actors
as well as production personnel.
"In a time that is very difficult for small
arts organizations, Southern Fried is growing," Jerrilyn states. She is now the only
nonartistic member of the Board and her
roll-up-your-sleeves attitude has extended
into the area of funding.
Away from the stage, Jerrilyn rekindled
an old friendship with playwright Pamela
Parker, which evolved from friend to lover.
When asked whether this close combination of art and love ever encroached on their
relationship, the answer was an emphatic
no. "Sure, the week before a production
Pamela can be a bit edgy but that's normal
anxiety, like anyone in a performance medium experiences before a show opens."
Jerrilyn's volunteer interests also extend to Fourth Tuesday where she is a member of the Business Expo committee. This
year's Expo she says, "is going to be larger
than ever. What is so exciting that we are
not only going to have a broad base of exhibitors, we hope to also have a broad base
of attendance."
Jerrilyn shares her easy-going household in Candler Park with Pamela, occasional house guests and Pamela's sixteen
year old mini-dog, "Killer." She concludes
that her involvement with the theatre is
"what makes my life work. I've been able
to put the right things together to make me
happy with myself."
IAN G1NSBURG
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Patterson. "Essentially WinK is a mailing
list and a party once a month."
"I emphasize the fact that it's not a
support group because that allows us to say
it's strictly lesbian," says Patterson, explaining that WinK does not include bisexual
women.
In only one year, WinK has established
some valuable traditions—name tags with
gold stars. "Gold stars on your name tag
mean you're single," says Patterson, "because the first party someone came up to
me and said "This would be great if I could
tell who the single women are.'" About 35
to 40 women come to the parties each month.
Patterson is trying to turn the WinK
newsletter into a community calendar for
Atlanta area lesbian organizations. She understands intimately the need for social networking in the lesbian community. "It's
just incredible the desire that lesbians have
to get together in social situations," she says.
DEBBIE FRAKER

Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—872-4432
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—627-7830
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—
881-0817
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Collier Rd Library—«57 Collier Rd. 355-5189
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Frank's Place—778 N. Highland. 881-0259
Gallus Bar & Restaurant—49 6th St. 892-8983
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metre—48 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St. 873-6700
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961
Tower Lounge—735 Ralph McGill. 688-5463
Traxx—306 Luckie St. 681-5033
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712
Weekends—688 Spring St. 875-5835

Direct Action/Political
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—874-6782(0) and 605-7458(info)
Atlanta Committee for the 1993 March on Washington—(404) 662-4199 or PO Box 5282, Atlanta,
GA 30307
Catalyst-<404) 776-1478
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
—605-7477
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual
Freedoms, 2980 Cobb Parkway, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta, Ga 30339
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field office,
373-6330
LEGAL—605-7476
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—
874-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
Neighbors Network—874-5171
Queer Nation—605-7396
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

Professional
Atlanta Business Networking Assoc.—621-5032
Bar Owner's Assn—1874 Piedmont Rd., NW, Suite
21 l-B/102, Atlanta, GA 30324
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights
(GAPHR)—231-2251
HomeGirls—662-0105
Nat'l Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Success Oriented Networking Group—662-4202

Sports/Outdoor
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Friends Atlanta—662-4501
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—SASE to: GANG,
PO Box 7546, Atlanta, GA 30357
Hotlanta Soccer—577-0418
Hotlanta Softball League—PO Box 14582, Atl.,
GA 30324, 873-4061
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062
S.E. Gay Rodeo Association—PO Box 8262,
Atlanta, GA 30306. 874-6556
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Parkway, Suite
192-172, Atlanta, Ga 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—458-3003
Athens Gay and Lesbian Association—P.O. Box
2201 Athens 30612-0201 or call 404/549-9368
Athens Lesbian Information Line
—(404) 613-7661
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Educational Gender Info Service
—PO Box 33724, Decatur, GA 30033.
(404) 939-0244 (evenings).
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—PO Box
15180, Atlanta, Ga 30333. 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—PO Box 5502,
Atlanta, Ga. 30307, phone 378-9769.
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300
Coming Full Circle—624-1799 (Sai)
Delphi—P.O. Box 14591, Atlanta, GA 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson, PO Box
724711, Atl. 30339, phone 612-9473.
Gay Fathers Association—296-8369.
Gay Help Line—6pm-l 1pm 892-0661
Georgia Girth & Mirth—PO Box 9678. Atlanta,
GA 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
The Group—892-0661
Gwinnett Lambda—PO Box 464848,
Lawrenceville, GA 30246
Interact of Atlanta-^455-6795
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians and Gays with Children—373-3089
Lesbians Over 50—Sarah, 850-1005
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—PO Box 5425, Atlanta, GA
30307
Name the Violence—370-1317
Out Youth—Chance at 688-1954
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)
-S92-5868
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
—296-0830 or 875-9440
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Single Lesbians Group—466-3287
Women In Kahoots—(WINK)438-1421
Women of Wisdom—723-1112. or write P.O. Box
451065, Atlanta, GA 30345-1065.
Wordsmith Society—Ron at 892-2815
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—315-7684

Students
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw
Comm. College 426-8160
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
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100 AIDS Services
& Education

ATTENTION PET LOVERS
P.U.P.S. (People's United Pet Support)
is a non-profit organization dedicated
to helping PWAs keep their pet
support. Donations welcome. Call
370-0178(5.20)
Support group - Tuesdays, 7:00.
Families group - Thursdays, 7:00.
Buddy program, clothing / food bank,
education, social activities. Good
Samaritan Project, 873-4589. (5.22)
AID Atlanta: the Southeast's largest
non-profit AIDS service agency.
Services include education, case
management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support,
homeless services, pediatric services,
support groups, AIDS Information
Line. Call 872-0600 for information.
Want to meet new friends and have
community? Enjoy new activities?
Join the day program at Common
Ground for people living with
HIV/AIDS. Mon-Fri, 10:30-3:30.
Call 874-6425 for information.
Atlanta Inlerfaith AIDS Network.
Tuesday Night at The Shrine - A
weekly dinner open to ALL
individuals with HIV. Tuesday at
6pm. Come and have some fun,
laughs and great food. The Shrine is
located at 48 MLK Jr. Dr., Atlanta on
the corner of Central Ave. FREE. For
info call Alan Dillmann, 521-1866.
HIV/AIDS SUPPORT GROUPS IN
CARROLLTON You don't have to
deal with HIV/AIDS alone. All
groups are held weekly- confidential
and free of charge. PWA/HIV
Support Group, call 214-8054.
Friends & Family of PWA/HIV, call
Margo Barnard at 832-9866. AIDS
Bereavement Group, call Pick
Conner at 836-6505 (days) or 8348195 (eve).
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AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN888-9991 - new project of the
Feminist Women's Health Ctr. Leam
how HIV is transmitted, testing
locations, how to clean your "works,"
how to use condoms, dental dams or
anything about HIV and AIDS.
Trained phone counselors 5:309:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.
To volunteer call Tonia at 874-7551.
SPIRITUAL HEALING CLINIC for
HIV/PWA, carcgivers, loved ones.
First Tues. evening of each month.
Facilitators trained & certified. Based
on Brazilian spiritual healing clinics.
For reservations & info call 634-9693
or 256-9144.
Two weekly HIV support groups
based on 12-step (but NOT recovery
programs) available at First
Metropolitan Community Church,
800 N. Highland Ave., NE, Tues. and
Thurs. at 8:00pm. The Tues. mtgs are
open only to those infected with HIV
disease. Thurs. mtgs open to anyone
affected by the disease. 872-2246
Tues-Fri. l-5pm.
Jerusalem House houses up to 23
homeless PWAs. Our facility has
expanded & needs help to furnish the
new rooms. Individual / corporate
donations needed / accepted. Send
checks / pledges to Jerusalem House,
Furnishings Prog, 100 Edgewood
Ave, NE, Ste. 1002, Atl., GA 30303
or call 527-7627 for info.
HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA)
for African Am. Wed. eve.,
transportation avail; Family support
group for loved ones of ITIV+ African
Am.; "Latex Lovers" sex-pos. HIV
prevention prog, for GBM (need
volunteers
also);
FREE
ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS,
counselling, referral (minority
cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb.
For
confidential
info
call
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.
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HIV HEALING & SUPPORT
GROUP. Facilitated group for HIV+
persons wishing to explore emotional
and spiritual therapies in warm, safe
environment. 2nd & 4th Tuesdays,
7:30-9pm. Unity-Midtown Church
Activity Center, 1065 Spring. 8741937.
AIDSCHAIM: Congregation Bet
Havcrim sponsors a support group for
those affected by the AIDS crisis.
Meets the 1st & 3rd Thurs. at
7:30pm, Friends Meeting House, 701
W.
Howard
St.,
Decalur.
Info/Directions? Edie, 642-3467.
P.A.L.S. Pets Are Loving Support Providing P.W.A.s with information
on obtaining canine and feline
companions, free pet food and
reduced vet care. WE NEED YOUR
HELP! Donations for pet supplies
and food. Transportation of food and
pets. Foster homes. Donate.
Volunteer. 255-7461. Leave message.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On
Health is a supportive network of
HIV+ persons who share positive
health attitudes and want to meet
similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 8729954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB
(ABC) has expanded its hours to
better serve the Community. We are
now open from 12-5PM Tues-Fri, and
10AM to 1PM on Sal. (closed Mon.).
ABC provides access to alternate
treatment for the HIV community in
the Southeast, and we are located at
44 Twelfth St, NW, two blocks west
of Peachtree. For further information
call (404) 874-4845, or PO Box
77003, Atlanta, GA 30357.
Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for
HIV-affected people. Fridays, 8:00pm
and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street.
Call 876-5372 for more info.
Helpline, 892-0661, for info,
counseling and referral. 6:0011:00pm 365 days a year.

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
MiSPPintS: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.
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ACT UP/Atlanla: 874-6782 (olTice
& 24hr. voice mail)
AIDS Information Line / GA TollFree AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous
information and referral services. In
Atlanta: 876-9944; Toll-free: 1-800551-2728 (voice/TTY)

200 Announcement
If you have a PLWA "Miracle Story"
to share or want to audition for
vignettes in AIDS multi-media
presentation, contact Ann Byrne by
June 8th at 874-6517. (5.15)
Desperately need donations! Good
used furniture for PWAs (esp.
beds/linens). Contact FURNITURE
BANK for pick up 355-8463
(designate for AID Atlanta). (5.17)

400 Employment
401 Part Time

NP/PA
Nurse Practitioner or Physician's
Assistant needed in pro-choice
women's clinic. Midtown location.
Supportive work environment. Call
874-7551 for info. (5.15)
READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't
like" form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacation. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2925
Copyright # GA158EB (5.20)
$40,000/JT!

POLICE OFFICER
ATLANTA Police Department
seeking bright, career-oriented, enthusiastic individuals to join our team in the fight against crime.
Earn one of the top starting salaries in the Southeast
($22,237-24,044 depending on qualifications).
Receive excellent benefits including major hospitalization, life insurance, paid holidays, vacation,
sick leave, military leave, educational incentives,
& uniform allowance. To qualify, provide the
following documents: high school diploma / GED
certif., valid driver's license, birth certificate (minimum age 20 yrs), DD214 form - member 4 (if
veteran). Applicants call (404) 658-6038 or bring
documents to Atlanta Police Recruitment Unit,
197 Central Ave., Ste 300 Mon-Fri 8am-6pm or
visit JOB MART Atlanta on June 2-3 at the World
Congress Center 1 lam-5pm. City of Atlanta is an
equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, age, national origin,
religion, sexual orientation, or physical disability
(except where physical requirements constitute a
bona fide occupational qualification).

Full-time Position Available
Southern Voice is seeking a
full-rime advertising representative.
- Sales background required - Management experience a plus -

403 Seeking
Mature GWM. Likable, versatile,
healthy hard worker. Good with
people. Excellent references. Flexible
part-time hours. 261-0909. (5.16)

Southern Voice is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Send resume to: L. VanderEls, 1189 Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30306

Atlanta, GA 30316

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
20 words
$3.00 minimum
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00

20 words
Giant headlines
After 4 issues:
20 words
each additional word

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN
CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

WTCONNECTION
$12.00 minimum
$3.00
$11.00 minimum
$1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

— COMPUTE YOUR COST
20 words @ 3.00
# addit. words @ 500
Giant headline® 3.00
SUBTOTAL

20 words @ 12.00
# addit. words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
# issues

TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues

Name
Address
City

Phone.

P.O. Box 18215

(404) 876-2709
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

TO PLACE AN AD

State

^^==^=£==§5

Mailing address:

ORDER FORM

Category #

. .

l:Sl¥Iig¥l

D E X CLASSIFIED
AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTING/TAXES
EMPLOYMENT
401 Part Time
402 Full Time
403 Seeking*
HEALTH
501 Fitness
502 Personal Growth
503 Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
MERCHANDISE
901 Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
902 Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
1201 Financing
1202 For Rent
1203 For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
1401 Residential
1402 Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE ^CONNECTION
1701 Men
1702 Women
1703TV/TS

-=[=

4/1992

Zip

Text (Please print):

VOICE

4 weeks
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
500
each additional word
$3.00
Giant headlines
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
COMPUTE YOUR COST
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
FREE
# add. words @ 500 ea/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/week
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
# weeks
(4 weeks minimum)
x_
TOTAL COST
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In the Community called Martinique
our hard work has helped make us unique.
We've broken new ground
and turned things around
Come by and we'll give you a peek.
Actually, we'll do more than give you a peek. Come by
and our professional management team will help you
choose a great floor plan and offer a move-in special.
MARTINQUE offers a unigue alternative to conventional
intown living without sacrificing the conveniences. Plus,
we offer substantial savings over other communities.

^L MARTINIQUE

I

Need
Its?
Ne< more energy? Better workouts?
Need to lose weight?

OMNITRITION
FITNESS

&

NUTRITION

Blndepen
dependent distributor

1/2 mile off Buford Hwy. just past
N.E. Plaza Shopping Ctr.

1750 Briarwood Road, NE

30 day money back gu arantee I

We MAKE you exercise. You'll finally get in
shape.
In your home — couples welcome!
Ask our current clients about their success.
First session free —
just call
IX\H^

874-1143
500 Health

Waking the Wisdom Within - An
Outdoor therapy group for women.
For information call Outdoor
Therapeutic Experiences 368-8485.
(5.20)

MASSAGE THERAPY from former
therapist of Moscow Ballet.
Professional location and outcall
service available. Major credit cards
accepted. Call Herbie 873-6648.
(5.16)

rffiflT
1000 Pets

WONDERFUL MUTT needs loving
human companion. Medium sized
mixed breed female. She's smart,
very sweet, gets along with dogs, cats
& kids. Good watch dog but NOT a
non-stop barker. Cross-dresser looks great in plain or fancy collar.
No calls after 9:30pm 248-1474.
(5.15)

Take Pride In Your Photos
1HOUR
COLOR
FILM
PROCESSING

Fast, low prices, most orders
processed in 24 hours or less. We
accept 110, 126, 35mm film.
Professional, color, black & white,
enlargements, slides & posters.

• Drop Off
• Mail In

SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE

STEVEN BAND
Byappt. 875-1771
MIDTOWN
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

700 Legal
ANDREW F.
JOHNSON
Attorney

300 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme)
872-8036

general practice
on the square in
Decatur

Name.

371-0665

Address_
City

_State^

Zip.

900 Merchandise

Amount Enclosed $_
902 Retail

$40/26 issues
(2 to 4 days for delivery)

$28/26 issues

PWA-Free

(5 to 9 days for delivery)

iSE-ftm T-H-E-m jr

Protect Yourself Now. 80,000 Volt
Stun Guns Available to Responsible
Adults. No Permit Required. 24-Hour
Recorded Message 1-800-467-5293
ext. V 103. (5.16)

Please make checks payable
to Southern Voice.
Send to: P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

HATE CRIMES
ON THE RISE!

TAKING PKJDEEV' 0US CLLTLUE

GWM seeks roommate to share large
2 BR, 2 BA luxury condo in
VA/Highland. Non-smoker. $425/mo.
includes util. Call 607-9148. Serious
only! (5.15)
Mature, quiet, chem-free roommate
needed to share very nice, large 2
bedroom home, Candler Park. $375+
util. 377-1050. (5.15)
Professional seeks roommate in
LaGrange to share 3 BR, 2 BA home.
$250 + 1/2 util, call Mike, 884-1835
after 6:00pm. (5.16)

CHARMING & 170/mo.
G/Bi/F Wanted to share 1 BR api.
Ponce area. Refurbished old bldg.
Lots of windows. Hardwoods.
Smokers & Pets OK. 875-5274
available ASAP. (5.17)
Grant Park homeowner seeks nonsmoker to share spacious furnished
loft. A/C, W/D, fplc, on Maria. $375
+ 1/2 util. 577-7108(5.16)
Woman roommate wanted - 2 BR in
Candler Park. Rent $225 plus 1/2 util.
Call 524-1561. (5.16)

Older Beagle - mix, spayed female,
looking for healthy home. Visit D.J.
at Inman Animal Hospital, 584-8761.
Great house dog. (5.15)

Kennesaw - Professional GF to share
large 4 BR, 2 1/2 BA home w/large
yard & garage. Private room.
$500/mo. i..cl. util & cable. 4240768.(5.15)

1100 Publications

Housemate Wanted: Clean, secluded
house in Decatur. No smokers or
party-heads, pets negotiable.
$300/mo. plus util. 373-0554. (5.15)

DISCREET & UNCENSORED

NEW YORK'S FINEST
LICENSED MASSAGE
THERAPIST

BED & BREAKFAST
Fabulous Midtown investmcnl. 3
renovated Victorian homes. Piedmont
Ave. Walking distance to bars /
Piedmont Park. Off-street parking.
Call Alan Thompson 873-1607.
(5.24)

1300 Roommates

PROVEN RESULTS

503 Massage

728-8771

PRODUCTS

424-9749
Robin Richardson

502 Personal Growth

• 2 bedroom, 2 bath floor plans
• new appliances
• new carpet
• new wallpaper & blinds
AND MORE

I

THE BIG AD
A Worldwide Contact Magazine for
full-framed men and their admirers.
For Subscription kit and more
information, call toll free 1-800-7832441.(5.15)

1200 Real Estate
1202 For Rent
North Carolina mountains, near
Asheville, secluded 2 BR house,
beautiful wooded setting. Available
7/10/92-7/24/92. S450 one week,
$700 two weeks. (704) 628-3506.
(5.15)
$550. 2 BR, 1 BA carriage house
across from The Armory. Off-street
parking. Central AC. Security patrol.
Call Katrina 881-1700 between 9am5pm. (5.15)
DUPLEX 2 BR and 3 BR modern air
conditioned on quiet street. Big Yard.
Morningside area. Call 875-3147.
(5.16)

MIDTOWN CONDO
2 BR, 1 BA, includes W/D, cable TV,
off-street parking. $590 month. Call
881-0600. (5.15)

1203 For Sale
For Sale—Large, renovated Decatur
Bungalow. 3 BR, 1 BA, LR, DR,
sunporch, office. Expandable attic.
New roof, CH/A. Hardwood floors.
Lots of xtras - 4 fireplaces, bay
window, butler's pantry, window seat.
Only $79,900. Call Karen at 3778312. (5.18)

1400 Services
1401 Residential
Piedmont A/C & Heating - "No
Payment, No Interest for 6 Months"
on purchases of RUUD Air
Conditioning, Heat Pumps and
Furnace Products. Now thru 8-31-92.
SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS...
Now you have a friend! (404) 7551834(5.20)

1402 Commercial

QUEER CAM
private studio

Your special events
onVHS
or
Local gay event
tapes
(QN, Cracker Barrel, Pride, etc.)

• editing
• duplicating
• special effects

286-4705
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It's BAH-B-QUE season at

Sutton Place
Come on out to our Pool.
You'll never be hungry again.
Sutton Place apartments is conveniently located
near Lenox and Outlet Square in a
park-like setting off Buford Highway.
Floor plans available:
1, 2, & 3 bedroom garden apartments, 2& 3 bedroom
townhomes. Don't forget our geat patios and screened
porches, laundry facilities, and two swimming pools.
Progressively managed and community minded.

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT
with approved credit

3580 Buford Highway NE 321 -1255

OUTSTANDING

We first came out in 1970
after twenty-four productive years in Japan.

HH
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OUTSTANDING

We started small in the U.S. with a grass-roots approach.
Our quality, integrity, and excellent service were soon recognized.
In late 1982, Curry Honda opened in Atlanta, Georgia. We are
dedicated to providing you with quality cars and excellent service.

Curry Honda - celebrating diversity.
Sound familiar?

issan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab, Lincoln /Mercury
and Jaguar. They're among the best cars in the world.
Troncalli is proud to offer these fine automobiles, and
proud to back them up with a sales and service team to
match. Come to any of our seven dealerships and let our
friendly staff of professionals help you make your next
new car purchase.

7970
600 Sedan.
The first Honda
automobile sold in
the U.S.

TRONCALLI NISSAN
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-3853
TRONCALLI INFINITI
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-6930
TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI
1580 Church Street • Decatur • 294-0040

TRONCALLI SAAB • DECATUR
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 299-9760

TRONCALLI SAAB • ROSWELL
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI LINCOLN/MERCURY

WD

■—) > :\s

YHONDA

11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI JAGUAR
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

VA MILES INSIDE 1-285
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.

451-2700
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BUY A HOME NOWh

The perfect home meets
your budget, personal

Merest rates are at their lowest.
Call a lender — get pre-qualified.
Know your price range then call

taste and life-style. Call
me to help you find it.
/

Richie
Thomas
RE/MAX Intown

Thank you for your
| business, Southern

*/M*

Voice readers.

CHRIS
CARROLL

321-3123
X34707

RE/MAX metro atlanta

225-8311
dig. beeper

'4*

iCtimtr

office

An aggressive agent devoted
to helping you find a home,
not just a house.
can728-8800-Ext.

Dig. Beeper 899-6355

Call today for a
FREE Market Analysis
and learn the
REAL value of your property

A home to meet your needs in one of
many great neighborhoods!!

tim rutkosky

Brookhaven
University Heights
Ormewood Park
Woodland Hills

Residential and Investment
Real Estate Services
nine,.*
Office: 321-3123
LAW»!
Fax: 321-0051
1549 Clairmont Road, Suite 202
Decatur, Georgia 30033

sells real estate!

Medlock Heights
Greater Decatur Area
Grant Park
Candler Park

872-0446

IB

Call now for more information, your
personal tour of homes or a portfolio of
homes available!

Home 876-2203

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

PLANNING TO SELL YOUR HOME?

FVE
GOT
IT!
and if I don't I'll find it!

255

wvm

emory % decatur
A«T»L»A»N»T»A

Irffae

RE/MAX of buckhead
each office independently owned and operated

RON JOHNSTON

Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor

JIM MILLIARD

Coldwell Banker - Emory

— ELI saleeby —

728-8800

RE/MAX in TOWN

RE/MAX intown

■H&M

(0)321-4461
(H) 321-2740

1

ext. 9230

622-2127/728-8800
2nd Annual Front Runners Atlanta

Each office is independently owned & operated

Gay and Lesbian Pride 5K Run / Walk

June 27, 1992

—■—

"Let me take care of all
the details."

CHRIS LUDLAM
RE/MAX intown

728-8800

ThePrudentialvfe
Atlanta Realty

Chuck Daily
RF/MBK

of Buckhead
(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

GARDEN HILLS BUNGALOW
$163,500 - 2498 Parkdale Place
Super elegant spacious, renovation, huge
master plus guest room. 2BA, hrdwds,
mirrored walls, deck, total renovation.

sponsored by

Proceeds to Benefit
Project Open Hand / Atlanta

REGISTRATION FEES: $10 for entries postmarked by June 13th,
$12 after June 13th and day of race.
Please fill out one form for each person and mail by June 1 3th.
Copies of this form are acceptable. Entry fee is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARL Y
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

STATE

Bus. (404)266-8100
Toll free 1-(800) 231-2542

PHONE

SEX

MICHAEL MALOOF

AGE

□ RUNNER D WALKER

□ I want to volunteer to help
with this event
□ I can't participate but would
like to make a donation
□ Please send information
about Front Runners Atlanta
T-Shirt Size □ Medium
□ Large □ Extra-large

Entry Fee and Donation Total -

BRET DOMAN
T Creative Solutions
to your mortgage needs.
Refinancing ▼ 1 st & 2nd mortgages

1MERICAN

A M

ORTGACE, CORP.

FINANCIAL

(O) 399-0912 (x 137)
(H) 436-7679

Participant's Signature

If Under 18, Parent or Guardian's Signature

Make checks payable to Project Open Hand/Atlanta and mail to Front Runners Atlanta, P.O. Box 14252,
Atlanta, CA 30324. For information call Front Runners Atlanta at (404) 621-5007.
I hereby signify Ihat I understand thai Project Open Hand/Atlanta, Front Runners Atlanta, run sponsors, the city where
I run and all other organizations and persons connected with this event, are not responsible for any injuries which I may suffer while
taking part in this event or as a result thereof. In this connection, I hereby waive any claim for damages to my person or property.
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The First Island Of The Caribbean

RESTORERS AND RENOVATORS

10% Discount with This Ad
• Countertops and
Vanities Repaired
• Porcelain Bath Fixtures
Repaired and Refinished (1 Day Service)

...A tropical island paradise and America's premier gay resort area. For FREE
i>-_"
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from member guesthouses, write: The Key
West Business Guild, P.O. Box 4640-V,
Key West, FL 33041, or call 1 -800-5357797, Please state you saw this ad in
Southern Voice when calling.

Address

• Fiberglass Tubs and Shower Stalls Repaired

City
State

• Recolor Kitchen and Bath Fixtures, Appliances

Zip

• Remodeling and Renovating Services
Call For A FREE Estimate

1500 Travel

OWt (PLACE

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Gay-owned Bed & Breakfast. In
Quiel Townhouse. Near Tourist
Attractions, Gay Bars. $49. Call
Luke at (202) 387-1921. (5.17)

mm
VACATION RENTALS

Available, in a variety of reservation -plans, including weekend
bed & breakfast or entire cabin rental.
fireplace, deckhand waterfall.
'Beautifully furnished.
(404) 237-3825

Enchanting
RAINBOW HOUSE

PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at
Seagrove Beach, Florida.
Near quiet, sugarsand beach;
fishing dock, wonderful
restaurants and shops in
nearby, colorful Seaside.
RELAX IN THE
MOUNTAINS
Secluded chalet in Franklin,
North Carolina. Peaceful
atmosphere and reasonable
rates. Fireplace, deck and
beautiful view.

Pets Welcome.
CALL
(205) 263-5970

925-2050

Your In Town Oasis offers:

Key West's Only Exclusively
Women's Guest House
305-2924450 or
1-800-74-WOMYN
1-800-749-6696

EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC.
Liscensed & Insured

Relocating
out of town?
CALL US !
Residential, Commercial,
Office
Fine Antiques
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up

A Victorian Inn

- All 2 Room Suites - Pool - Spa - Sundeck -

>i MIDTOWN
£/ MOVERS

= WEEKEND SPECIAL*^
$44.00 nightly
□
□
D

COMPETITIVE RATES
Hourly/Contract Prices □ References
Simple solutions that work.

377-9870

* single or double occupancy

Walking distance to all Midtown
activities including Piedmont Park
Off-street Parking
Quality, Service, Comfort

811 Piedmont Ave.

ANN DUCKWORTH
cleaning services

872-5846

HAVING A CITY ATTACK?

since 1986

Experience "Country Simple"

LEE VALLEY FARM
The "Stress-free Mountain Retreat"

• Remodeled Cabins w/bathrooms •
Camping • Horses
Hot tub • Massage
• All Meals Included ! •
SASE:LVF-SV,Rt.9Box223.
Rogersville, TN 37857
Ph/Fax 615-272-4068

BOBCAT
ATLANTA'S MOST
VERSATILE AND
CONCERNED TEAM
T Complete
Housecleaning
▼ Yard Work
T Odd Jobs

622-5474
LIGHTHALL'S
CLEANING SERVICE
Houses
Apartments

• residential
• commercial
♦ estate sales
empty homes

■ Offices
■Commercial

Call today for an appointment.

references
on request

298-1409

296-4362
New Construction

Remodeling

S. BARBER
Master Plumber

MICHAEL

RON EBY

General Contractor
Anything From Window Ropes To Additions

297-0078

Emmett Construction
371-0398

Pager
913-2491

gene cloud
Commercial

Residential

Aren't you tired of waiting in line
for the bathroom?
627-3523
BEEPER: 899-4275

SOUTHERN

1700 Voice
Connection
1701 Men
GWM - handsome, lovable, blonde,
submissive, surfer type. Love
animals, Midtown, endowed, Gemini,
positive, sincere, honest, drug free,
musician. ^ 50036
GWM, 23, cute, wants to meet guys
22-26, "semi-red necks," long hair a
plus, pick up the phone & let's talk.
No one-nighters. ^y 50035
Professional GWM couple (28,29)
seek similar couples for platonic
friendship. Interests: movies, dinner,
symphony, plays. Call us today at ^y
50034.
Dentures a Plus! Know what I mean?
Short, husky, stud, 41, GWM.
Looking for Mr. Right or Mr. Right
Now. .jy 50029
Attractive GWM, 40's, writer. Dark
hair / beard. Blue eyes, 5'8". Into
fitness, traveling, sex. Seeking
prosperous 30's GWM author /
publisher. ^ 50031
WM, Blond, Blue, 6', 158#, seeks
WM 18-30 for special friendship.
Looking for someone w/weekdays
free. Call.
50032
GWM does daytime cleaning,
laundry, massage and service for
attractive dominant. V 50028
GWM, 32, grad student, relationship
oriented. Very versatile & masculine.
6 ft, 175, Gr/Br handsome cuddly
balding teddi-bear. Varied interests.
Seeks versatile genuine friends. Note
/ photo PO Box 80994, Atlanta, GA
30366-0994(5.17)
A piece is missing from my life's
puzzle. Is it you? GWM, 41, 5'8",
Bm/Bl. Let's talk. Let's meet. Today!
s 50033
Laid-back WM 6'2", 175, 45,
Sandy/Blue, wants a good buddy
who's slim, Southern, professional,
30-42. Listening for you. "3 50024
WM 34 wants to blow you to Buffalo
and charm you with sparkling
Southern wit. 6 foot, 165, short black
hair, avg build, good looks, m
50019
GWM, 39, 6', 155 lbs. Non-smoker,
masculine, non-bar. Energetic,
outdoorsey, caring, humorous,
flexible. Looking for a monogamous
relationship / friend. Write, include
phone, SV Box 1300, 1189 Virginia
Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (5.15)
Attractive, trim, EZgoing GWM,
good at massage. Good VCR flicks.
Lay back and enjoy. All messages
receive quick response, ^y 50020
Sensitive GBM, bottom, 26, 5'10"
seeks attractive GWM, 19-39, TOP,
well endowed and romantic. For
friendship, maybe more. No ferns or
bar flies, ^y 50009
Very masculine suburban WM, 40, 6',
175 lbs, dark curly hair, mustache.
Seeks submissive daytime companion for discreet encounters &
friendship. B 50022
GWM, 29, handsome, trim, honest,
compassionate, traditional acting, a
sense of self-worth, a thinking
individual, looking for same 25-35.
s 50026
GWM, 32, attractive, tall &
interesting with dark short hair &
moustache seeking an attractive wellendowed GBM for fun & excitement
Age not an issue and all responses
will be answered. •3 50011

VOICE

Reach
over 37,000

JUNE

VO\CECONNECTION

TO PLACE FREE AD

4/1992

CALL
TODAY!

TO RESPOND

Simply fill out the classified order
Check each week's paper for ads
form at the beginning of this secwhich interest you. Choose ad(s)
tion. 20 WORD MESSAGE FREE. You
with the symbol "& and call 1-900may have an SV forwarding mailbox
454-2466. The system will guide you
for $10.00 or you may elect to use
to the recorded message of your
your own P0 Box for $5.00. Mail or
choice. Listen to the spoken ad and
drop off your completed order form
then leave your response.
with payment at our offices.
Cost to you will be $1.29 per
A simple instruction sheet will
minute charged to your phone bill.
be mailed to you which will enable
you to record your spoken
message AT NO
TO
COST.

RESPOND

1-900-454-2466 $129 mm
GWM couple seeks 3rd guy for hot
fun and games. Us: 30, 5'9", 185 lbs,
blonde hair, blue eyes - 36, 5'9", 185
lbs, brown hair, green eyes. We'd
love to hear from you. ^y 50012
GWM, 38 years old, 215 lbs, black
hair, 6'. Would like to meet GWM
who owns horses, ijy 50023
GWM seeks Male submissives. You
will live with me and for me. .jy
50004
GWM, 38, 6'5", 195, Sandy hair, blue
eyes, clean shaven. Would like to
meet a relationship oriented GBM.
-jy 50025

1702 Women
Attractive GWF, 26, 5'6", 140#,
shapely build, tomboy / feminine.
Loves outdoors & old movies. Seek
GWF, 25-35, feminine for possible
romance. Call ■a- 50027
Adventurous, fit, responsible, cute,
non-smoker, romantic, sporty
outdoors lady GWF seeks to meet
friends and compatible GWF. .jy
50030
WANTED: Feminine Assertive
Directed Career / Executive Woman,
by Mid-30's Attractive Androge
offering passionate life-enhancement,
fresh yin/yang perspective &
housespouse possibilities. P.O. Box
303 Lakelure, NC 28746. (5.16)

DESPERATELY SEEKING
UNDA FINLEY
by Jennifer (cousin Lynn Joyner)
Perry. Please get in touch. I miss you
3939-E Lavista Rd. P.O. Box 542,
Tucker, GA 30084 (5.16)
GWF 31. Me- slim, very attractive,
physically fit, books, music, movies,
beaches, independent, sometimes
professional but not mainstream.
You- attractive, slim, non-smoker,
active, feminine, independent,
comfortable w/sexuality. No drugs,
Bi's. Let's talk! ^ 50001
GWF, 30, professional, new to
Atlanta. If you are looking for a wine
& roses lady w/a good sense of
humor, sensual nature & a tryanything-once attitude, call me and
throw caution to the wind. "3 50016
GBF, very tall, progressive looking,
love variety, sucker for emotions,
romantic surprises and corny movies.
Favorites are dancing, talking from
the mind and heart, eating,
socializing, and life itself. Seeking
woman with self-pride, crazystreaked and monogamous. I want to
learn and grow with someone, ^y
50018

Hot, sexy black female, 21 years,
seeks same for fun, friendship &
more. It's my first experience. Call &
leave a message ^y 50017
GWF, 22, very professional seeks
GWF for friendship, fun, and possible
relationship. I am tired of all of the
games. So you have to be serious! No
bisexuals, no drugs! ^ 50010
Progressive, good-looking, sensible,
kind, professional GWF, 35, seeks
same; ages 30-42, for friendship and
possibly romance. Seeking a woman
who is confident, attractive, honest
and has a kind heart. No drugs,
boozers, or smokers. ^ 50002
Music lover (Album 88 to Bonnie
Raitt), romantic fern, seeks
androgenous, fun-loving intellectual
for REAL friendship / relationship.
Let's talk and get to know each other.
•3 50021
WANTED: Passionate, intelligent
woman, mid 30's, of a literary bent,
somewhat butch, unafraid of
commitment. Eccentricity a plus. I'm
34, beautiful enough, bright as hell,
very dulled out by Jane Doe after Jane
Doe. Call me if you're not neurotic.
•g 50008
GWF, 30, 5'8", attractive, intelligent,
honest. Seeking same. Interests
include art, movies,
travel,
conversation. No drugs, no children,
no bisexuals. Seeking confident, selfassured woman. Friendship first,
possible relationship. Call and tell me
about yourself, "jy 50013
Wanted: Virago. Not Virgo. Virago. If
you know what this means without
running to a dictionary first, then
you're the one for me. ^y 50007
Do you like walking in the rain on hot
summer nights? Do you like romantic
dinners? Not into drugs or bar scene?
Call me. GWF, 26, looking to meet
GWF between 21-? for friendship,
possible romance, ^y 50003

1703 TV/TS
TV/TS, she-male, Feminine guy or
aggressive lady sought by masculine
black male (40 years) for first
experience. Am disease-free,
professional and average looking (+).
Serious replies only. Possible
relationship. Let's at least talk, ^y
50005.

"People are like
shoes. Everybody
has a mate
somewhere."
1-900-454-2466
\I0\CEC0NNECTI0N

The costforusing VOICEco/V/VfCr/O/vis $1.29/
minute. To place your free printed ad, use
the classified order form.
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Connections
r^orc

•Leathermen
•Crossdressers
•Black Men
•Younger Guys

1-900-737-EDGE
S1 69 per mm .' Mus! De 18 or older
Phone Zone 322 Mail Blvd =066. Mowoeville. PA

IF NO ANSWER, CALL...

1-900-990-HEAT

$1.69 per min. • Average length of call 7 mins.
Must he 18 * •Not sexually explicit or intended tor sexual arousal
322 Mill Blvd.. "166 MonroeviUe. PA
|4I2| 571-5776

FREE
Membership!

FANTASY
HOTLINE
LIVE
Party Line Action 100
X-Rated Stories 790

How does IOC per
minute grab you? *
Meet new men faster!
40,000 calls in less than one month!
• Talk live with up to 14 other guys!
• Connect with real people, not actors!
• Separate conferences for partly line 'chat.' and to make personal connections!

Call today, find out what's got people talking

1 -800-

10C per minute based upon purchase of 60 minutes of talk time for $5.95. split into four calls of 15 minutes each within a seven-day period You must use a touchtone phone Call one number to get a lucky Number
then call another number, touchtone it. and gam access to the party line. Call 1 -800-365-GUYS to learn the numbers you need to call1 Ordinary long distance charges, it any. not included Credit card or Easy-Pav

ATLANTA MEN

Min.

|60 min |

RECORDED

Min.

CONNECT FAST BY CALLING THE GUYS' CONNECTION

(13 min]

L,VE

SI 33 Min.
1-0n-l Fantasy*! ,130 mm |

1 -800-

GUYS

mwmEwm

USE EXTENSION #9

Ordinary Tolls. If Any. Extra
Credit Card or Direct Billing

IF NO ANSWER, CALL... 1 -900-990-6446
Must be 18 or older • $1.99 1st min., 99C ea. add'l min. • Avg. length ol call 7 mins.
No sexually explicit material • Not intended for sexual stimulation
Phone Power • 1709 S. Braddock #111. Pgh., PA » (412) 572-6456

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older

365-8127
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222
$1.50 PER MINUTE AOK, Inc., Atlanta, GA
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

Lesbian & Gay Rdvice Line
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This is the only advice line where you
talk directly to other lesbians and gay men
about your concerns
^
#
Chooses from:
1 Astrology & numerology
2 native Philosophy & Earth Traditions
3 Tarot, I Ching & Spiritual Prophecy

1 "900"820"6667 Access Code: 50
Hours: 6 am - noon, 8 pm - 4 am E.S.T.
This call will cost you J$2.99 per min. First minute FREE.
For entertainment purposes only.
Mj Enterprises - Cleveland, OH
You must be 18 yrs. or older.

$1.99 1st min., 99C ea. add'l min.
Must be 18 or older • Phone Power. Inc./|412) 572-6456

4th Annual

HOLLYWO D HOTS 92
4

«w*^
Press

AIDS BENEFIT
Cabaret Under The Stars
TO BENEFIT
Project Open Hand, N.A.P.W.A., Atlanta Legal Ard-AIDS Project and
the Morningside Chase PWA Fund
SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1992 7 PM

& APARTMENTS
1445 Monroe Drive, NE, Atlanta
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT • FOOD • REFRESHMENTS • PRIZES
Master of Ceremonies - Charlie Brown
Tickets $15 rYi Advance, $20 at the Door. Available at The Bog Next Door,
Brushstrokes, Awsley Beach, Buckhead Hair Salon and the Morningside
Chase Leasing Office. Free Shuttle from Ansleg Mall. Rain Date, Sunday,
]une 7th. For Information Call 496-4352.
Sponsored by Hollywood Hots, inc., The Morningside Chase Residents Council and Morningside Chase \partment Community.

